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Abstract 
 
As large sections of production pipe are lifted and installed, forces act on the structure. 
If initial analyses of the structural integrity show that the pipe will fail, support 
elements have to be introduced. The two most used solutions are the spreader beam 
and the brace bar, which deals with the problem in somewhat different ways.  
A pipe section, called a spool, is analyzed using both of the solutions to reveal 
differences in the structural impact. The result of this is that the spreader beam shows 
considerably lower utilization of the pipe capacity, mostly due to a significant 
reduction of bending moments found in the brace bar analysis.  
The structure is also exposed to buckling issues in the areas where compression loads 
occur. The standard method for buckling analysis is to use the Euler theory. This basic 
method uses only fixed and moment free restraints for the beam members, and might 
not be sufficient to represent the true conditions for the spool. Therefore, a method 
based on elastic restraints is used for the buckling analysis in this thesis. It turns out 
that the method in general gives higher buckling lengths for the spool than if Euler 
theory is used. 
A parametric study of varying buckling lengths shows an interesting behavior of the 
utilization results provided by the software program Staad.Pro. The study suggests that 
the program overestimates the capacity of the pipe, if the results are compared to 
Euler theory. 
Operational and economical issues are compared and discussed, highlighting 
advantages and disadvantages with the two solutions. 
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Definitions 
Terms  
Brace: Rigid pipe section connected between two points on the spool 
pipe, used to stiffen it and limit deflections. 
Design factor:   Factors to be applied for design of structural elements which 
includes relevant load factors, consequence factors and local 
dynamics. 
Dynamic amplification factor:  A factor accounting for the global dynamic effects normally 
experienced during lifting. 
Fibre sling:   Slings made of high performance manmade fibres. 
Lifting equipment:  Temporary installed equipment such as slings, shackles, and 
spreader beams, necessary to perform the lift. 
Lift points: The attachment points for slings on the lifted object, normally 
designed as padeyes or padear/trunnions. 
Padeye: Lift point on a structure consisting of a steel main plate with a 
matched hole for the shackle pin. The hole may be reinforced by 
a plate (“cheek plate”) on each side. 
Rigging arrangement: The complete system of slings, shackles and spreader beams. 
Shackle: A structural component composed by a bow and a pin linking 
for example a sling or a wire to a padeye. 
Skew load factor:  A factor accounting for the extra loading on slings caused by the 
effect of inaccurate sling lengths and other uncertainties with 
respect to force distribution in the rigging arrangement. 
Sling: A strap used between lift point and crane hook during lifting. 
The term sling is also used for a steel rope with an eye at each 
end (“wire sling”). 
Splash zone: Upper part of the water level, where waves occur and where we 
find the highest dynamic loads. 
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Spreader beam:  Lifting equipment which is placed between two or more wire 
slings to relieve the lifted structure of local horizontal 
compression forces. 
Spool: A section of fixed pipe that makes up the final connection 
between the laid pipeline and for example a subsea production 
tree. 
Termination head: A part at the end of the spool that enables a safe and easy 
connection to other equipment. 
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Abbreviations and symbols 
CoG:     Centre of gravity 
DAF:    Dynamic amplification factor 
E:    Young’s modulus (“Modulus of elasticity”) 
I     Second moment of inertia 
ID:    Inner diameter 
kx    Linear spring stiffness 
kφ    Rotational spring stiffness 
MBL:    Minimum breaking load 
OD:     Outer diameter 
ROV: Remotely operated vehicle. 
SKL:    Skew load factor 
SWL:    Safe working load 
S7:    Subsea 7 
β :    Buckling length factor 
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1 Introduction 
Background 
Installation of spools is a major part of the operations done by Subsea 7. A spool is a 
section of rigid production piping complete with fittings and connection flanges. It is 
fabricated onshore, and transported to the field on offshore vessels. The spool is then 
lifted off the vessel with a crane, lowered to the sea floor and connected to other subsea 
equipment.  
If the spool is thin relative to its length, it is not very resistant to external loads. In these 
cases the spool is fitted with support devices to distribute the loads and prevent buckling. 
There are essentially two different types of support devices used in the industry today. 
One is the spreader beam, where the direction of the loads is changed by introducing a 
beam between two of the lifting wires. The other support device is the brace bar, which is 
connected directly between two points on the spool. The structural effect on the spool 
when using one solution versus the other is a matter of interest for Subsea 7. 
Another area subject to continuous discussion is the buckling length analyses as the spool 
hangs in the wires. Normal practice in buckling analyses is to use the Euler theory, which 
uses fixed and pinned end conditions for the members. This theory is quite basic and 
perhaps not sufficient enough to represent the true conditions that occur in a spool lift. 
Using elastically restrained end conditions is presumed to give a better representation, 
and the effect of using this method needs to be checked. 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to: 
 Highlight how a spool is affected structurally when using a brace and a spreader 
solution. 
 Investigate how the buckling lengths are affected when pipe members are modeled with 
elastic restraints instead of fixed or pinned end conditions. 
 Discuss which operational issues are important to consider when a brace solution and a 
spreader solution are compared. 
 Discuss factors that affect the cost of installing a spool.  
 
Content 
The report starts with an introduction to Euler’s buckling theory and a presentation of the 
special theory involving buckling with elastic restraints.  
Following this is a chapter on structural analysis of the spool with the two solutions. The 
chapter introduces how the different solutions are modeled and tested in the software 
program Staad.Pro, along with a part where different buckling analyses are carried out. 
This makes up the main part of the thesis. 
Basic procedures for the structural analysis of spreaders and braces are presented to 
highlight some differences in the engineering work load. All results from the structural 
analysis are presented in a chapter of its own where they are commented and discussed. 
A chapter on operational considerations are presented and discussed, as well as a chapter 
on general economical differences between the two solutions. 
At the end, a final conclusion is presented, summing up the discussions from the different 
parts. 
 
Computer programs 
Software programs used in the writing of this thesis are: 
 Staad.Pro – Used to model spools and perform structural analyses. 
 Microsoft Excel – Used for calculations and to fabricate tables and diagrams. 
 Microsoft Paint – Used to create sketches and edit figures 
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2 Special theory 
 
The industry standard when it comes to buckling analysis is to use the Euler theory. This theory is a 
simple method of achieving fairly well models for the failure modes due to buckling. The downside with 
this theory is that it only includes fixed and moment free restraints.  
It is assumed that beams connected to other beams in some degree have restraints that work as elastic 
springs. This would instinctively mean that the beams are more exposed to buckling than if they had 
fixed end restraints. Therefore, buckling theory based on elastic restraints is investigated to see what 
effect this has on buckling. 
Both of the theories are presented in the following chapter.  
The main challenge in achieving a correct buckling analysis result is not necessarily the calculations, 
since these are quite basic mathematics. The difficult part is to “read” the problem correctly, and to 
understand and assume the right end conditions of the members. Small differences in these 
assumptions may lead to very large variations in results and acceptance criteria. 
 
2.1 General buckling theory 
Buckling is a stability problem due to compression loads that can cause failure of structural members. 
Buckling happens when relatively slender members deflect laterally due to a certain compression force. 
For situations where axial compression forces occur, buckling issues shall always be considered.  
The term “Buckling” is often somewhat imprecisely used for two phenomena: Elastic stability and 
inelastic collapse. 
“Euler force”, PE (for a perfect column), is the force that makes the columns equilibrium state unstable. 
“Buckling force”, Pb, is the force that leads to collapse of a real column with imperfections and 
eccentricities when considering the materials elastic-plastic properties. The “Critical force”, Pcr, only 
makes the column unstable. It does not represent the columns real capacity, and is just a helping value 
in the capacity calculation.  
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2.2 Euler’s theory of buckling 
The chapter on Euler’s theory is based on material from (Irgens, 2006): 
The most used theory for buckling issues was first presented by Leonhard Euler, and therefore carries 
his name; “Euler’s theory of buckling”. The theory is very simple to understand and use, but builds on a 
couple of assumptions that rarely comply with real conditions: 
 The compression load acts through the absolute center of the columns cross sectional area.  
 The column is completely straight before the load is applied. 
 There are no imperfections in the column. 
Additional assumptions are: 
 The columns material is elastic and follows Hooke’s law. 
 The columns displacement is small. 
The Euler force, PE, is defined as: 
    
Where L is the length of a column with pinned ends. A pinned connection has no moment restrictions in 
the buckling plane. 
To compensate for different end conditions (either fixed or pinned) the term “buckling length” is 
introduced. This length is based on the length of the column, with a series of factors introduced for the 
different end conditions: 
The Euler theory presents five different types of centrically loaded columns (here, Lk is the buckling 
length, and Pk is the critical force): 
 
Figure 2.2-1Euler cases from (Irgens, 2006) 
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Then, we have to assume instability for P = Pcr, where Pcr is the critical compression force and Lb is the 
buckling length: 
	
    
The capacity can also be expressed as a “Critical compression stress”:  
	  	  
where λc is the columns slenderness ratio: 
	      
When the critical compression stress is plotted, we get what is referred to as the “Euler curve”: 
 
Figure 2.2-2 Euler curve 
This curve represents the assumed capacity for the column at different values of slenderness ratio. 
For short (non-slender) columns, the critical compression stress is equal to the yield stress of the 
material, 	  . For steel members, non-slender columns are normally defined as having a 
slenderness ratio below 100. 
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2.3 Buckling analysis, using elastic restriction 
2.3.1 Correlation with Euler theory 
This chapter is mostly based on material from (Larsen, 2010), and highlights the connection between 
Euler theory and elastic restraint theory: 
 
Figure 2.3-1 Beam with arbitrary end loads, from (Larsen, 2010) 
The buckling shape of a beam like the one in Figure 2.3-1 is given by the equation  
   sin ! "  cos ! % 1' () " * + , -. 1 
If we look at a beam with one fixed end and one pinned and guided end, it has the following end 
conditions: 
0    0, 000  0 
Equilibrium yields: 
1 (  0 2 (3 " * +   0 2 *  %(3  1 45  0 2 *3 % *6  0 
Eq.1 takes the form: 
   sin ! "  cos ! % 1' 7() " %(3 + 8 
   sin ! "  cos ! % 1' 7() % (3 +  8 
   sin ! "  cos ! % ()' 91 % : , -. 2 
The inclination is given by the derivative: 
<  ! cos ! % ! sin ! " ()' +  
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End conditions w(0) = w(0)’= 0 give: 
  ()' ,   % 1! ()'  
Entered into the Eq.2, we get: 
  % 1! ()' sin ! " ()' cos ! % ()' 91 % : 
  ()' 7% 1! sin ! " cos !8 % ()' 91 % :  
No deflection at x=L;  w(L) = 0: 
  ()' 7% 1! sin ! " cos !8 % ()' 71 % 8 
  ()' 7% sin !! " cos !8  0 
=>? @ 0 
7% sin !! " cos !8  0 % sin ! " ! + cos !  0 ! + cos !  sin ! 
!  sin !cos !  !  tan ! , -. 3 
This expression can be solved graphically: 
 
Figure 2.3-2 Tan(x) plotting 
From the intersection in the graph we find 
  !  4,493 
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Using this value, we can derive the critical load from the following equation: 
	
  !  4,493
  
The buckling length is defined so that the critical force for a column with arbitrary end conditions is 
equal to the critical force for a double-sided pinned column with length L. 
This means that for the beam in the example, we have 
	
  4,493  
  
which gives us the buckling length: 
  4,493   FG H I, J + F 
This corresponds to case 5 of the Euler columns (Figure 2.2-1). 
 
2.3.2 Elastic restraints  
 
Figure 2.3-3 Elastically restrained column, from (Larsen, 2010) 
The figure shows a column with an elastic restraint at end A in the form of a rotational spring with 
stiffness KL. End B is pinned. In the deformed state, end A has a positive rotation L3 and the spring 
exerts a moment to the column in the order 
()  %!M + N) 
Moment equilibrium of the column gives 
*  !M + N) 
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Eq. 1 then becomes: 
   sin ! "  cos ! % 1' OP%!M + N)Q " R!M + N) + ST 
   sin ! "  cos ! " 1' RP!M + N)Q 91 % :S 
   sin ! "  cos ! " !M + N)' 91 % : 
And with the columns end conditions as 
0  0 
 
 " !M + N)'  0 
  0 
  sin ! "  cos !  0 
Compatibility gives the inclination: 
,U0<  N) 
 
0  ! +  cos ! % ! +  sin ! % !M + N)'  
00  ! +  cos ! % ! +  sin ! % !M + N)'  N) 
! +  % !M + N)'  N) 
This gives the constants: 
  1! R1 " !M'S N),   % !M + N)'  
The conditional equation for stability becomes: 
  1! R1 " !M'S N) sin !  %  !M + N)' cos !  0 
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This can be written in a different form: 
1! R1 " !M'S N)   !M + N)' + tan ! 1! R1 " !M'S + ! + '!M   !M' + tan ! + ! + '!M   1! R1 " !M'S + ! + '!M   !M' + tan ! + ! + '!M  
R1 " !M'S + '!M   !tan !  !tan !  1 " '!M  1 " !

!M
 
!tan !  1 " !

!+M  ,                              -. 4 
Where the dimensionless rotational stiffness is 
!+M  !M  
E, F and V are values for the member experiencing axial compression force.  
 
 
Notice: In the special case K+L  ∞ (equivalent to a fixed end), Eq.4 gives: 
!tan !  1 " !

!+M  !tan !  1 " !

∞  !tan !  1  !  tan !  
This is the same as the result for the example in chapter 2.3.1 (Eq.3) 
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From Eq.4 we can find and plot the solution for KF as a function of K+L: 
 
Figure 2.3-4 Buckling parameter kL, from (Larsen, 2010) 
When introducing the buckling length factor X  YZ[, we can plot the following graph for the column 
with one elastic and one pinned, guided end: 
 
Figure 2.3-5 Buckling factor β, from (Larsen, 2010) 
Figure 2.3-5 is used to find the buckling length factor, which is used in the calculation of the buckling 
length: 
Z  !   X +  
F is here the total length of the column under compression force. 
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Similarly as for the Euler theory, basic systems for stability of elastically restrained columns are 
presented for various end conditions: 
 
Figure 2.3-6 Systems with elastic restraints, from (Larsen, 2010) 
As the columns often are connected to (and supported by) beams, the stiffnesses K\ and KL can be 
determined from the values in Table 2.3-1. The stiffness is given as the relation between the moment 
and the corresponding rotation, or the force and corresponding deflection in the connection point 
between column and beam. 
Table 2.3-1 Beam stiffness 
Element type Stiffness Element type Stiffness 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
For these different systems with their end conditions, we can find and plot the buckling factor in the 
same way as in Figure 2.3-5. The figures Figure 2.3-7, Figure 2.3-8, Figure 2.3-9 and Figure 2.3-10 are 
retrieved from (Larsen, 2010): 
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Figure 2.3-7 Buckling factors for system 1 and 3 
 
Figure 2.3-8 Buckling factors for system 2 
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Figure 2.3-9 Buckling factors for system 4 
 
Figure 2.3-10 Buckling factors for system 5 
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Two examples are presented to show the use of the graphs, and to check the theory of elastic restraints 
against the Euler theory: 
Example 1:  
System 2 with elastic restraints as follows 
!U  ]  0, !M  ^  0 
 
Figure 2.3-11 Buckling factor example, system 2 
 
 
 
From the graph we find _  `. I, which is the same as case 2 in the Euler theory. 
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Example 2:  
System 4 with elastic restraints as follows 
!Ma  a^  ∞, !M  ^  0 
 
Figure 2.3-12 Buckling factor example, system 4 
 
 
 
From the graph we find _  I. J, which is the same as case 5 in the Euler theory. 
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System 3 (from Figure 2.3-6) with linear spring K\  I is considered to be the most useful model for the 
analysis of spools. 
In order to make it easier to find the right buckling factor, the values from (Larsen, 2010) are plotted for K\  I and varying values of the dimensionless rotational stiffness  K+L  b: 
 
Figure 2.3-13 Buckling factor, system 1 and 3, kx=0 
Note to figure: X 2 2 cd ^ 2 ∞ 
From Figure 2.3-13 we can see that the buckling length factors for KL  b e 2 are not included in the 
diagram. These factors are therefore estimated (see procedure in appendix 9.4), and we get the 
following diagram for the buckling length factors: 
 
Figure 2.3-14 Estimated buckling length factors, system 1and3, kx=0 
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3 Structural analysis 
3.1 General 
In the following section, the structural impacts on spools are evaluated. Two design setups are 
presented. One where the spool is fitted with two brace bars, and one where a spreader beam is 
used: 
 
Figure 3.1-1 Spool fitted with brace and spreader 
The spool used in the structural analysis is a 12” tie-in spool installed on the Vega field (See 
appendix 9.1). Total length of the spool is approximately 66 meters, and it is fitted with two 
termination heads. The total weight of the spool and brace/spreader is around 40 tons. 
The spools are modeled in Staad.Pro as a pure steel pipe construction, without any weight coating 
(concrete), but the weight of the coating is accounted for (see appendix 9.2). 
In addition to the spool analysis, two separate tests are performed in Staad.Pro on straight pipe 
section. The purpose of these tests is to investigate the effect of the slenderness ratio on 
buckling, and to provide a sensitivity analysis on the results Staad.Pro gives. 
The chapter “Special theory” is used thoroughly in the buckling analysis of the Z-spool (chapters 
3.5.3 and 3.5.4), and the buckling factors that are found here are applied in Staad.Pro for the 
structural analysis. 
The results from the different parts of the structural analysis are presented in chapter 4.  
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3.2 Design premises 
3.2.1 Load cases 
The different scenarios that the spool encounters as it is installed are represented by the different load 
cases. Each load case includes a calculated force applied to certain members of the spool. The details 
can be found in appendices 9.5 and 9.6. 
Table 3.2-1 Load cases in STAAD.Pro, Brace 
Object Load case 
Spool in air 11 
Trapped water in spool (50%) 15 
Spool in water (submerged) 21 
 
Table 3.2-2 Load cases in STAAD.Pro, Spreader 
Object Load case 
Spool in air 11 
Spreader in air 12 
Trapped water in spool (50%) 15 
Trapped water in spreader (50%) 16 
Spool in water (submerged) 21 
Spreader in water 22 
 
3.2.2 Load factors 
The load factors used in the structural analysis are according to DNV Rules for planning and execution of 
marine operations (DNV-OS-C101): 
Table 3.2-3 Load factors, Brace 
Description Factor 
Design factor 1.5 
SKL 1.05 
Weight inaccuracy factor 1.05 
DAF 1.8 
 
Table 3.2-4 Load factors, Spreader 
Description Factor 
Design factor, spool 1.5 
Design factor, spreader 1.7 
SKL 1.05 
Weight inaccuracy factor 1.05 
DAF 1.3 
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3.2.3 Load combinations  
The load cases and load factors are combined to make up the following load combinations 
Table 3.2-5 Load combinations in STAAD.Pro, Brace 
Load combination Load cases Total Load factor Description 
100 11 1.00 Static weight in air 
101 21 1.00 Static weight in water 
111 11 2.14 Lift in air, structural design 
115 11 2.98 Spool in splash zone, structural design 
15 2.98 
121 11 1.43 Lift in air, rigging design 
125 11 1.98 Spool in splash zone, rigging design 
15 1.98 
126 21 1.98 Spool in water, rigging design 
211 21 2.98 Lift in water, structural design 
221 21 1.98 Lift in water, rigging design 
 
Table 3.2-6 Load combinations in STAAD.Pro, Spreader 
Load combination Load cases Total Load factor Description 
100 11 1.00 Static weight in air 
12 1.00 
101 21 1.00 Static weight in water 
22 1.00 
111 11 2.15 Lift in air, structural design 
12 2.43 
115 11 2.15 Spool in splash zone, structural design 
12 2.43 
15 2.15 
116 12 2.43 Spool in water, structural design 
16 2.43 
21 2.15 
121 11 1.43 Lift in air, rigging design 
12 1.43 
125 11 1.43 Spool in splash zone, rigging design 
12 1.43 
15 1.43 
126 12 1.43 Spool in water, rigging design 
16 1.43 
21 1.43 
211 21 2.15 Lift in water, structural design 
22 2.43 
221 21 1.43 Lift in water, rigging design 
22 1.43 
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3.2.4 Material factor 
The material factor applied to the structures in Staad.Pro is according to NS 3472 (Norsk Standard). 
Table 3.2-7 Material factor, Brace and spreader 
Description Factor 
Material factor 1.15 
 
3.2.5 Material properties 
The material properties used in Staad.Pro are presented in the following table: 
Table 3.2-8 Material properties, Brace and spreader 
Property Value Unit Description 
Young’s modulus 2.05e+008  kN/m2 Design value for structural steel 
Young’s modulus 6.00e+007  kN/m2 Design value for wire cable steel 
Minimum yield stress 450  MPa SAWL 450 I S structural steel (spool) 
Minimum yield stress 355 MPa Construction steel (spreader, brace) 
Minimum yield stress 1770  MPa Steel wire sling 
Steel density 7833  kg/m3 Design value 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3   
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3.3 Staad.Pro modeling of spool with brace 
 
The following chapter explains how the brace case model is built up in Staad.Pro, and what kinds of 
properties are assigned to it.  
 
 
An overview of the spool with braces can be seen in Figure 3.3-1. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3-1 3D-rendering of spool with brace supports 
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The spool is made up by a total of 69 connected members, numbered from 1 to 69 as shown in Figure 
3.3-2. Each member of the spool is roughly 1 meter long. 
The first brace bar is connected to the “gooseneck” of the spool at member 7 and 33. The second brace 
bar runs from member 33 to 63. The two brace bars are numbered 200 and 201 respectively.  
The steel wires run from the crane hook and down to the spool, connected to members 5, 19, 34, 49 and 
65. 
 
Figure 3.3-2 Member numbering, brace 
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Physical properties are assigned to the different members. This includes inner and outer diameter of the 
braces, wires and spool pipe: 
Table 3.3-1 Dimensions, brace case 
 Spool pipe Brace bar Wire sling 
Outer diameter 363.2 mm 508.0 mm 70.0 mm 
Inner Diameter 304.8 mm 470.0 mm 20.0 mm 
 
Material properties such as elastic modulus and yield strength are also assigned. Detailed values are as 
presented in Table 3.2-8. 
Since wires cannot transfer bending moments, connections between wires, brace and spool are set to 
be moment free.  These types of connections are marked with small circles in Figure 3.3-3. 
 
Figure 3.3-3 Moment free connections, brace 
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In order to stabilize the modeled spool, light spring supports are added to two nodes of the structure 
(see Figure 3.3-4). The supports prevent the spool from rotating about the hook node, and only restrict 
the model from moving excessively in the horizontal plane. There is no restriction in vertical direction. 
The stiffness of the springs is set to 5kN/m. This is low enough to avoid affecting the results of the 
structural analysis.  
The crane hook is represented with a pinned (moment free) support. 
 
Figure 3.3-4 Supports, brace 
 
An essential part of achieving a stable model is to place the hook point over the structures center of 
gravity. The CoG is found by first running a preliminary analysis in Staad.Pro with the hook point in an 
estimated CoG, and from this retrieve the following values: 
 Total summation force in vertical direction (Y) 
 Summation of moments around the global origin, about X and Z-axis. 
To find the coordinate for the CoG in the X-direction, the moment about the Z-axis is divided by the 
force in Y-direction:    fghhij.  k5lm  
For the Z-direction the calculation is:  5ghhij.  kflm   
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The different load cases are calculated on the basis of engineering drawings of the spool (see 
appendices 9.1 Spool drawings and 9.2 Weight calculation). 
An example is presented in Figure 3.3-5, where load combination 100 is shown (Load case 11 with load 
factor 1.00). Rest of the load combinations for the brace case and how they are applied can be found in 
appendix 9.7. 
 
 
Figure 3.3-5 Load combination 100, brace 
 
 
 
Results from this analysis are presented and commented in chapter 4.2.  
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3.4 Staad.Pro modeling of spool with spreader 
 
The following chapter presents the modeling of the spreader case in Staad.Pro, and the physical 
properties that are assigned.  
An overview of the spool with the spreader beam can be seen in Figure 3.4-1: 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4-1 3D-rendering of spool with spreader beam 
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Since the purpose of the thesis is to compare the two lifting arrangements on the same spool, the exact 
same nodes are used for the spool model in the spreader and brace case. 
The member numbering is therefore also the same, with 69 sections numbered from 1 to 69.  
The wires are arranged in the same way, with the exception of two additional wires running between 
the spreader beam and the spool. In addition, the connection points of two of the main wires (300 and 
304) are moved from the spool and over to the spreader beam. The wire members are numbered from 
300 to 306.  
The spreader beam is built up by two sections in order to have a node to connect the center wire to 
(member 302). The sections are numbered 200 and 201. See Figure 3.4-2 for reference. 
 
Figure 3.4-2 Member numbering, spreader  
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Physical properties are assigned to the different parts.  
Table 3.4-1 Dimensions, spreader case 
 Spool pipe Spreader beam Wire sling 
Outer diameter 363.2 mm 508.0 mm 70.0 mm 
Inner Diameter 304.8 mm 470.0 mm 20.0 mm 
 
More detailed values for physical properties can be found in appendix 9.8. 
Connections between wires, spreader and spool are set to be moment free, shown as small circles in 
Figure 3.4-3. 
 
Figure 3.4-3 Moment free connections, spreader 
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Light spring supports are added to the spreader and the spool in order to stabilize them (Figure 
3.4-4). The stiffness of the springs is set to 5kN/m. The crane hook is represented with a pinned 
(moment free) support. The CoG of the hook point is found in the same way as explained for the 
brace case. 
 
Figure 3.4-4 Supports, spreader 
Different load cases are combined and added to the model. As an example, load combination 
100 is shown in Figure 3.4-5 (Load case 11 and 12 with load factor 1.00). Rest of the load 
combinations for the spreader case can be found in appendix 9.8. 
 
Figure 3.4-5 Load combination 100, spreader 
 
Results from this analysis are presented and commented in chapter 0  
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3.5 Buckling analysis 
This chapter includes two tests performed in Staad.Pro, and a section where the theory of elastic 
restrain is used to calculate buckling length factors for the Z-spool. 
3.5.1 Straight pipe test 1 
This test is meant to reveal the impact that buckling factors have on the capacity of the spool. A 10 
meter long section of straight pipe is modeled as shown in Figure 3.5-1. The pipe is lifted with two 
moment free wires, one at each end, giving a model with pinned supports. According to Euler’s theory, 
this implies a buckling factor of 1, or in other words that the correct buckling length of the whole pipe 
should be 10 meters (Lk = L). 
The model is built up by 10 members of 1 meter each (Figure 3.5-2), and two main cases are tested on 
the pipe. For the first main case the buckling lengths are set to 1 meter (giving a buckling factor of n  0.1), and for the second one the buckling lengths are set to 10 meters (giving a buckling factor of nn  1.0, which corresponds to Euler case 1). 
Three different values are used for the outer diameter; 0.25m, 0.35m and 0.5m. For each outer 
diameter, three different inner diameters are checked. 
The applied load (denoted “GY” in the result tables) is tuned for each case, so that maximum utilization 
ratio for the case with buckling length of 10 meters is approximately between 95% and 100% of the 
pipe’s capacity. This is done to lessen the relative difference in utilization due to various capacities for 
the different pipe cross sections. It also helps achieving a more comparable result. The applied load 
ranges from 4.5kN to 90kN (Displayed in the result tables in chapter 4.5.1). 
 
Figure 3.5-1 3D-rendering, 10 meter straight pipe 
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For future reference, the pipe members are numbered in the following order (Figure 3.5-2):  
 
Figure 3.5-2 Member numbering, 10 meter pipe 
The load is applied as a uniform member load (Figure 3.5-3): 
 
Figure 3.5-3 Applied load, 10 meter pipe 
 
Results from this test are shown and commented in chapter 4.5.1  
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3.5.2 Straight pipe test 2 
The effect of how varying buckling length factor affects the utilization ratio of a pipe is further 
investigated through a sensitivity analysis. In this test the pipe length is increased to 50 meters (50 
members of 1meter length), and the outer diameter and wall thickness is kept constant (see Table 
3.5-1). The utilization ratios are found and extracted from Staad.Pro, and evaluated by plotting the 
values in diagrams (chapter 4.5.2). 
Table 3.5-1 Dimensions, 50 meter pipe 
Dimensions 
Outer diameter 500.0 mm 
Inner Diameter 50.0 mm 
 
The varying factors in this test are the applied load and buckling length. 
Table 3.5-2 Test parameters 
Parameters Min. Value Max. Value 
Applied load 1.50 kN/m 4.00 kN/m 
Buckling length 5 m * 130 m** 
     *Corresponds to a buckling length factor of 0.1 
   ** Corresponds to a buckling length factor of 2.6 
An overview of the structure can be seen in Figure 3.5-4. 
 
Figure 3.5-4 3D rendering of 50 meter straight pipe 
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The pipe members are numbered from 1 to 50 as shown in Figure 3.5-5, and the load is applied as an 
evenly distributed load (see Figure 3.5-6). 
 
Figure 3.5-5 Member numbering, 50m pipe 
 
Figure 3.5-6 Applied load, 50m pipe 
Results from this test are shown and discussed in chapter 4.5.2  
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3.5.3 Buckling of Z-spool, brace case 
This section presents how buckling factors for the Z-spool are found according to the method with 
elastic restraints. It also shows how the spool with braces is modeled with respect to end conditions. 
The brace solution has a total of seven different connection points. Some are between the spool and 
rigging, and others between the spool and braces. This leads to relatively complex models of the 
structure, where the stiffness (and therefore also the resistance to buckling) of one beam is dependent 
on the attributes of the connected beam(s). 
An overview of the spool model with braces is shown in Figure 3.5-7. 
 
 
Figure 3.5-7 Overview of connection points and forces, brace case 
 
 
 
 
The results from this chapter are gathered and commented in chapter 4.5.3. 
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3.5.3.1 Buckling in global XZ-plane (“horizontal” plane) 
 
To find the buckling length for the 3 meter long section (noted “c” in Figure 3.5-8), it is isolated and 
modeled apart from the rest of the spool. The stiffness of the rotational spring depends on the 
characteristics of the connected beam (noted “b”). The buckling length is calculated using the side of the 
spool with the longest member (11 meter section), since this gives the lowest stiffness. The same value 
found from these calculations is used for the side with the 10 meter long section. This is considered a 
conservative approach. 
 
Figure 3.5-8 Pinned-pinned model, 3 meter section, XZ-plane, brace 
 
The moment needed to create a unit angle rotation is given by beam theory, and varies with the end 
conditions of the beam. Refer Table 2.3-1. 
From beam theory: 
!M   3  
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   3 + 		    3 + 	 + 	    3 + 311  !+M   I. o`  
As mentioned in chapter 2.3.2, the graph for system 1 and 3 from (Larsen, 2010) does not provide 
buckling length values for p!U  0, !M e 2q, and is therefore estimated (see appendix 9.4). From the 
graph with estimated values (Figure 2.3-14) we find: 
4rs ^  !+M  0.82 2  _ H u. vI 
 
This is a conservative model, since the only contribution to the spring is the stiffness of the 11 meter 
long beam, and this again is modeled with a moment free support at the left end.  
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If the 11 meter section instead is modeled with a fixed end-support (see Figure 3.5-9), the stiffness of 
the beam increases and we get the following result: 
 
Figure 3.5-9 Fixed-pinned model, 3 meter section, XZ-plane, brace 
From beam theory: 
!M   4   
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   4  + 		    4 + 	 + 	    4 + 311  !+M   w. Ix  
The graph for system 3 with kx=0 (Figure 9.4-4) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  1.09 2  _  u. uI 
This model is not very realistic for the spool case, since there will be some rotation at the left end of the 
beam, but not as much as if the beam was pinned (Figure 3.5-8). It is presumed that a fair estimate is to 
set the stiffness of the beam to the mean value between the Pinned-pinned and Fixed-pinned case. I.e. !M   y.z  {|[| , which leads to the following result: 
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   3.5 +  + 		    3.5 + 	 + 	    3.5 + 311  !+M   I. xv  
The graph for system 3 with kx=0 (Figure 9.4-4) gives: 
4rs ^  !+M  0.95 2  _ H u. ~I 
This is the buckling factor used in the Staad.Pro analysis for the 3 meter sections.  
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For the 11 meter section, the buckling factor is found by applying the following model (Figure 3.5-10): 
 
Figure 3.5-10 Model of 11 meter section, XZ-plane, brace 
From beam theory: 
!M  !M   3   
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   3  + 		    3 + 	 + 	    3 + 113   !+M   ww. I  
!+M   3  + 		    3 + 	 + 	    3 + 1117  !+M   w. x~ 
The graph for system 4 (Figure 2.3-9) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  11.0 c a^  !+M  1.94 2  _ H I. o 
This factor is also applied for the 10 meter section (slightly conservative). 
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17 meter section: 
 
Figure 3.5-11 Model of 17 meter section, XZ-plane, brace 
From beam theory: 
!M  !M   3   
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   3  + 		    3 + 	 + 	    3 + 1717   u. II 
!+M   3  + 		    3 + 	 + 	    3 + 1711  ~. ~ 
The graph for system 4 (Figure 2.3-9) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  3.00 c a^  !+M  4.64 2  _ H I. J 
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The brace bars themselves (members 200 and 201 in Figure 3.3-2) are intended to be mounted with 
moment free connections to the spool, but are restricted from moving sideways (i.e. they act as if they 
are guided). This leads to system 4 from (Larsen, 2010) with ^  0,   a^  0 (or Euler case 1), see Figure 
2.2-1 and Figure 2.3-6.  
The graph for system 4 (Figure 2.3-9) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  0.00 c a^  !+M  0.00 2  _ H w. II 
This factor applies for all buckling planes (XY, ZY and XZ), and is therefore not mentioned in the 
subsequent chapter. 
 
Preliminary analyses in Staad.Pro show that the part of the spool that is on the outside of the wire slings 
(members 1-5 and 66-69 in Figure 3.3-2) experience no compression forces (ref. Figure 4.2-5). Buckling 
factors are therefore not needed for these members. 
This applies for all buckling planes (XY, ZY and XZ). 
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3.5.3.2 Buckling in global XY- and ZY-plane (“vertical” planes) 
For displacement in the vertical direction, the two pipe sections of 11 and 3 meters displayed in Figure 
3.5-7 are considered as one common member. The buckling length factor for this 14 meter section is 
found in the following way: 
Shear modulus, steel:     n.y  . 
Torsion constant, spool:     YP{Q  
Second moment of inertia, spool:     YP{Q  {  
 
Figure 3.5-12 Model for 14 meter section, ZY-plane, brace 
The rotational stiffness !+M depends on the torsional stiffness of the 17 meter long member: 
!+M    + 		  	 + 	 
!+M 
2.6 
 2
+ 	 2 2.6  + 	 
!+M  22.6 + 1417  K+L  I. u 
The graph for system 3 with kx=0 (Figure 9.4-4) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  0.63 2  _ H u. Jv 
This factor is also applied for the 13 meter section (slightly conservative).  
Note: The length of the beam (Lb) is set to 17 meters, and not 34 meters because the rotational moment 
caused by the 14 meter section is assumed to be counter acted by the 13 meter section. This gives zero 
rotation at the center of the 34 meter long spool section (equivalent to fixed end condition for the 17 
meter long beam).   
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17 meter section: 
The beam is assumed to only be supported at the center joint (by wire 302), leaving the outer ends free 
to move in the vertical XY-plane. 
 
Figure 3.5-13 Model for 17 meter section, XY-plane, brace 
From beam theory: 
!M   3   
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   3  + 		    3 + 	 + 	    3 + 1717   !+M  u. II 
The graph for system 3 with kx=0 (Figure 9.4-4) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  3.00 2  _ H `. JI 
This factor is applied for both of the 17 meter sections. 
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3.5.4 Buckling of Z-spool, spreader case 
The following chapter presents the modeling of the spool with spreader with respect to end conditions 
and how the buckling length factors are calculated. 
The spreader case has less connection points than the brace case, giving a bit less complicated models 
for buckling length calculation (Figure 3.5-14). On the other hand, having a spreader beam hanging 
above the spool gives us an extra dynamic system, with its own inertia. This means that the loads can 
work in different directions, depending on the relative movement between the spool and the spreader 
beam. 
 
 
Figure 3.5-14 Overview of wire connection points and forces, spreader case 
 
For the spreader modeling in the XZ-plane (“horizontal” plane), two failure modes are evaluated. One 
where the end forces from the slings act in opposite directions (failure mode 1), and one where they act 
in the same direction (failure mode 2). The latter of these cases can occur if the spreader bar is 
accelerated in the opposite direction of the spool. 
For the XY- and ZY-plane (“vertical” planes) the deflections and failure modes are quite similar to the 
ones in the brace case. 
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3.5.4.1 Buckling in global XZ-plane (“horizontal” plane) 
 
Failure mode 1: 
 
Figure 3.5-15 Failure mode 1, 13 meter section, XZ-plane, spreader 
 
From beam theory: 
!M   6  
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   6 +  + 		    6 + 	 + 	    6 + 1334  !+M   `. `x  
The graph for system 3 with kx=0 (Figure 9.4-4) gives: 
4rs ^  !+M  2.29 2  _ H `. oI 
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Failure mode 2: 
 
Figure 3.5-16 Failure mode 2, 13 meter section, XZ-plane, spreader 
From beam theory: 
!M   2  
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   2 +  + 		    2 + 	 + 	    2 + 1334  !+M   I. J 
The graph for system 3 with kx=0 (Figure 9.4-4) gives: 
4rs ^  !+M  0.76 2  _ H u. I  
 
The highest buckling factor (failure mode 2) is applied in Staad.Pro, and is also used for the 14 meter 
section (slightly conservative). 
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34 meter section: 
 
Figure 3.5-17 Model for 34 meter beam, XZ-plane, spreader 
Since the ends of the 13- and 14 meter long sections are connected to vertical slings, they can move 
freely in the XZ-plane. The springs K+Lw and K+L` are set to zero, and the resulting buckling factor is 
therefore: 
The graph for system 4 (Figure 2.3-9) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  0.00 c a^  !+M  0.00 2  _ H w. II 
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Spreader beam: 
The spreader beam is only connected to wires, and the short (members 305, 306) and long (members 
300, 304) wires are connected in the same nodes on the beam. The center wire (member 302) is 
connected to the spreader beam, but has no restricting effect on the horizontal displacement of the 
beam.  
This means there are no moment restrictions for the end conditions, and we get the following model: 
 
Figure 3.5-18 Model of spreader beam, XZ-plane 
The graph for system 4 (Figure 2.3-9) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  0.00 c a^  !+M  0.00 2  _ H w. II 
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3.5.4.2 Buckling in global XY- and ZY-plane (“vertical” planes) 
 
34 meter section: 
 
Figure 3.5-19 Model for 34 meter beam, XY-plane, spreader 
The 34 meter section is connected to moment free slings. The springs K+Lw and K+L` are therefore set 
to zero, and we can find the buckling factor: 
The graph for system 4 (Figure 2.3-9) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  0.00 c a^  !+M  0.00 2  _ H w. II 
 
 
 
14 meter section: 
Here, the argumentation for the end conditions are the same as in the brace case (Figure 3.5-12), as well 
as the model. We therefore get the same buckling factor: 
The graph for system 3 with kx=0 (Figure 9.4-4) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  0.63 2  _ H u. Jv 
This factor is also applied for the 13 meter section (slightly conservative). 
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Spreader beam: 
In the vertical direction, the spreader beam is restricted in both ends, and at the center of the beam. 
Although in the center the beam is really just restricted against downwards deflection (and not 
upwards). But as long as the wire running from the crane hook to the center of the spreader bar 
(member 302 in Figure 3.4-2) is not slack we get the following buckling length factor for the section: 
 
 
Figure 3.5-20 Model for spreader beam, XY-plane 
From beam theory: 
!M   3   
Dimensionless rotational stiffness: 
!+M   3  + 		    3 + 	 + 	    3 + 20.520.5  
 !+M  u. II  !+M   I. II  
The graph for system 4 (Figure 2.3-9) gives:  
4rs ^  !+M  3.00 c a^  !+M  0.00 2  _ H I. o~ 
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3.6 Check list for brace cases 
When brace bars are used, they have to be secured tightly to the spool to ensure that the spool 
cannot move relative to the brace. This is achieved by using so-called brace clamps, which are 
connected to the spool by using two Kevlar strops on each clamp (see Figure 3.6-1 and Figure 
3.6-2). The strops are tightened with bolts, which increase the normal force between the spool 
and the clamp, and a higher friction is achieved. 
The following chapter goes through the procedure for verifying the brace clamp and spool pipe 
when a brace solution is used. The additional hoop stress from the clamp has to be taken into 
consideration when the spools structural integrity is checked. The structural integrity of the clamp 
itself must also be checked. 
 
 
Figure 3.6-1 3D-rendering of brace clamp 
 
Figure 3.6-2 Connection between brace (yellow) and spool 
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The following abbreviations and symbols are used in the equations in this chapter: 
Table 3.6-1 Abbreviations, brace calculations 
Symbol Description Symbol Description 4 Shear force, vertical  Torsional shear stress 4U Shear force, longitudinal   Shear stress, strong axis  Clamp area factor  Shear stress, weak axis ] Unit deflection  Yield stress for spool steel  Radius of spool ^.  Material factor, steel  Length of clamp ^.Z Material factor, kevlar strop ( In-plane moment ( Minimum break load (n Out-of-plane moment . Ultimate strength, grade 8.8 bolts 4
. Pretension force in one bolt  Cross sectional diameter, bolts . Cross sectional area of bolts  Thickness, clamp padeye plate . Ultimate stress of bolts  Thickness, flange plate 4
 Residual force in bolts ^. Bolt factor  Number of bolts  Yield stress, construction steel 
^ Load factor a
.	 Shear area, clamp padeye   Wall thickness of pipe . Cross sectional area, bolt  Hoop stress a
. Shear area, brace padeye ? Normal stress . Thickness of brace padeye plate  Bending stress, strong axis ( Bending moment  Bending stress, weak axis  Section modulus 
   Compression force in brace 
    Height of plate cross section 
 
 
The bolts must be able to transfer enough compression force on the pipe to ensure that the friction 
capacity between the clamp and the spool is greater than the external shear forces: 
 A bolt diameter is selected for check 
 According to (Williams, 1988), the necessary pressure to prevent clamp uplift is determined by 
the equation: 
¡  7 ` + l¢£ + ¤ + ¥ + F8
` " 7 kw + £ + ¤ + ¥ + F`8
`
 
 (Williams, 1988): Capacity against slip is determined by: 
¦  7 l\£ + ¤ + ¥ + F8
` " 7 kI¥ + £ + ¤ + ¥ + F8
`
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 Maximum pretension load of the bolts is given by (ref. NS3472 (Norsk Standard), Section 
12.5.2.7): 
l§i¨.Gh©ª  I. u + 3«.Gh©ª + ¬­.Gh©ª 
 A pretension load is chosen, and checked against the capacities for uplift and slip. 
The bolts rest on the plates of the clamp, and therefore exert loads to it.  
 The clamp flange plates capacities are checked by using unit deflection method. The external 
work from the bolts is checked against the internal work needed to achieve the same unit 
deflection, and plasticity is reached. 
 
External work:    ®¨  ` + l§i¨.Gh©ª + b¬ + ¯ 
Plastic moment capacity, plate:  °§  Pª¬§Q`+¬¢~+b°.«ª¨¨© 
Internal work:   ®±  °§ + ²Fw + ` + 6`¯ " F` + ` + 6`¯ " Fw " F` + 6`¯ " 6 + ¯FwF`³ 
Utilization:     ´¥  ®¨®±  
The capacity of the Kevlar strops must be larger than the force applied by the bolts. Also, the minimum 
bending diameter and width of bolt required from the manufacturer must not be exceeded. 
 Kevlar strops are chosen and checked. 
Allowable load:   lµ.K¨¶  k6FbK¨¶ 
Tension in Kevlar strop:  lª.K¨¶  ` + l§i¨.Gh©ª + b¬ 
Utilization:    ´¥  lª.K¨¶lµ.K¨¶ 
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Stresses on the spool pipe are checked. 
 Axial and shear forces, as well as moments at the connection point between clamp and spool 
are retrieved from Staad.Pro. 
 These forces are used to calculate normal, bending, torsional and shear stresses in the spool.  
 Clamp pressure on pipe is found by: 
·§±§¨  %li¨« + ¸Gh©ª + b¬F + £ + ¥  
 
From this, the hoop stress in the pipe can be found: 
¡¹  ·§±§¨ + ¥ª§±§¨  
 Then, the combined stresses are found for strong and weak axis respectively: 
¡§±§¨.º  »¡¹` " ¡G¼ " ¡½` % ¡¹ + ¡G¼ " ¡½ " uP¦ª` " ¦¢`Q 
¡§±§¨.®  »¡¹` " P¡G¢ " ¡½Q` % ¡¹ + P¡G¢ " ¡½Q " uP¦ª` " ¦¼` Q  
 The allowable stress in the pipe is found: 
¡3  ¬¢«b°.«ª¨¨© 
The utilization of the spool is checked: 
´. ¥  ¾¿À ¡§±§¨.º , ¡§±§¨.®¡3  
The padeye plate on the clamp is checked: 
 Bearing stress capacity of clamp padeye 
l6  w. v + ¬o.o + jGh©ª + ª§b°.Gh©ª  
Tear out capacity of clamp padeye 
lÁ.g  ¬¢ + 3«¹¨µi.gb°.«ª¨¨© + √u 
Shear capacity of bolt 
l«  I.  + ¬o.o + ¸Gh©ª« + 3«.Gh©ªb°.Gh©ª  
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End section of brace bar: 
 Tear out of brace padeye 
lÁ.G  ¬¢ + 3«¹¨µi.Gb°.«ª¨¨© + √u 
Bearing stress 
l6  w. v + ¬o.o + jGh©ª + ª§.Gb°.Gh©ª  
Cross section of plate: 
 Perpendicular stress 
¡§  kÃ " Ä` + ¹ + ª§.G 
 Shear stress 
¦  l¢¹ + ª§.G 
 Combined stress 
¡g  »P¡§Q` " u + ¦` 
 Utilization is checked: 
´¥  ¡g + b°.«ª¨¨©¬¢  
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3.7 Check list for spreader cases 
The following chapter presents basic checks that are performed when a spreader beam solution is used. 
The spreader beam is built up by sections of pipe (Figure 3.7-1). The sections are connected by flanges 
bolted together. This enables the spreader length to be changed and used for lifting different spools. 
The capacity of the bolted connections is checked to see if they are larger than the capacity of the pipe. 
If the connections have larger moment and shear capacity, we can assume that the Staad.Pro analysis of 
the spreader beam covers all necessary checks except padeye design. 
 
Figure 3.7-1 Bolted connections, spreader beam 
 
The following abbreviations and symbols are used in the equations in this chapter: 
Table 3.7-1 Abbreviations and symbols for spreader bar check list 
Symbol Description Symbol Description  Yield stress, pipe material . Cross sectional area of bolt 
^ Material factor, steel ^. Bolt factor  Section area  Number of bolts Å Section modulus  Distance between bolts . Ultimate strength, grade 8.8 bolts   
 
Allowable stress is defined: 
¬3  ¬¢b° 
 
Axial capacity of the spreader beam pipe is found: 
l3.§±§¨  3 + ¬3 
Moment capacity: 
k§±§¨  ® + ¬3 
Shear capacity: 
Æ§±§¨  ` + 3 + ¬3¤ + √u  
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Bolted connections are checked. 
 According to NS 3472 (Norsk Standard) – 12.5.2.3, the axial capacity of a bolt is: 
lGh©ª  I. x + ¬o.o + 3«.Gh©ªb°.Gh©ª  
Total axial capacity for the bolts is given by: 
l3.6h©ª«  ¸Gh©ª« + lGh©ª 
If the bolts capacity is larger than the pipes, the check is OK. 
l3.6h©ª« Ç l3.§±§¨ 2 ÈÉ 
 
Moment capacity for the bolts is found by looking at a selection of bolts on the upper and lower edge of 
the pipe flange (see Figure 3.7-2): 
 
Figure 3.7-2 Spreader beam flange bolts 
k6h©ª«   + l6h©ª + j 
 
If the bolts capacity is larger than the pipes, the check is OK. 
k6h©ª« Ç k§±§¨ 2 ÈÉ 
Shear capacity of the bolts is found. According to NS 3472 (Norsk Standard) – 12.5.2.1, this is: 
l«  I.  + ¬o.o + ¸Gh©ª« + 3«.Gh©ªb°.Gh©ª  
If the bolts capacity is larger than the pipes, the check is OK. 
l« Ç Æ§±§¨ 2 ÈÉ 
 
Padeye capacity calculations are the same as the ones presented for the brace case. 
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4 Results, structural part 
4.1 General 
This chapter presents the results from the analyses and tests performed on spools 
and pipe sections. The results are commented and discussed consecutively as the 
analyses are presented. 
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4.2 Staad.Pro results, brace case 
4.2.1 Figures 
An overview of the spool with brace bars subjected to load is shown in Figure 4.2-1. The bending 
moments occurring abut local Z- and Y-axis are displayed. 
 
 
Figure 4.2-1 ISO view of bending moments, brace 
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Figure 4.2-2 Bending moments viewed from above, brace 
 
Figure 4.2-1 and Figure 4.2-2 show relatively large bending moments in the XZ-plane at the connection 
points between the braces and the spool. This is caused by the horizontal force combined with the 
distance between the end of the brace bar and the wire sling (members 201 and 304, 200 and 300).  
The peak value is found in members 7 and 8, with a bending moment of 515 kNm. 
 
Notice: 
Since the braces take up most of the horizontal forces from the slings (Figure 4.2-5), virtually no bending 
moment occurs in the two 90 degree bends of the spool (area around members 17 and 52). 
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Figure 4.2-3 XY-plane view of bending moments, brace 
 
 
Figure 4.2-4 ZY-plane view of bending moments, brace 
 
Bending moments in the XY-plane peak where the center wire (member 302) is connected. This is due to 
the weight of the long spool section and the brace bars. The peak value occurs in members 34 and 35 
with 310 kNm 
The heavy termination heads and the ends of the spool induce bending moments in the ZY-plane at the 
connection points of the wires. The peak value in these points is 281 kNm, and is found in member 65. 
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Figure 4.2-5 Graphical display of axial forces, brace. Blue=Tension, Brown=Compression 
 
Table 4.2-1 Axial forces in wires and braces 
Member Force [kN] 
200 -320 
201 -294 
300 382 
301 197 
302 370 
303 187 
304 381 
34 -45 
 
Figure 4.2-5 shows large axial forces in the brace bars. The spool is nearly unaffected by axial forces, 
except in two places. In the pipe sections between the end wires and the brace bars we find axial forces 
in the order of ~150 kN. Also, between the connection points for wires 301 and 303, a compression 
force of 45 kN occurs.  
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Figure 4.2-6 Beam stress, brace 
 
 
The areas and members with the highest beam stresses are located through Figure 4.2-6. The members 
with the highest stresses in the brace case are members 4, 5, 7, 8, 26, 27, 34, 35, 49, 50, 62, 63, 65, 66, 
200 and 201. 
The values for the beam stresses are presented in Table 4.2-3. 
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4.2.2 Numerical results 
The 20 members with highest utilization are presented in Table 4.2-2. Specially commented values are 
marked with yellow. 
The biggest utilizations are found in the spool members subjected to the largest compression forces 
(members 5, 6, 7, 63, 64 and 65). 
The highest utilization for the brace case is 96 %. 
 
Table 4.2-2 Results from structural analysis of brace case 
Member Utilization Type of load Failure mode Due to loadcase 
5 96 % Compression Stability 115 
65 94 % Compression Stability 115 
6 92 % Compression Stability 115 
64 91 % Compression Stability 115 
7 84 % Compression Stability 115 
63 68 % Compression Stability 115 
201 66 % Compression Stability 115 
8 64 % Tension Von Mises 115 
34 61 % Compression Stability 115 
35 61 % Compression Stability 115 
9 57 % Tension Von Mises 115 
62 57 % Tension Von Mises 115 
61 55 % Compression Stability 115 
200 52 % Compression Stability 115 
10 50 % Tension Von Mises 115 
60 50 % Compression Stability 115 
36 48 % Compression Stability 115 
59 45 % Compression Stability 115 
11 44 % Tension Von Mises 115 
58 40 % Compression Stability 115 
 
Notice: 
From Table 4.2-2 we see that member 65 has a much higher utilization than member 8, but at the same 
time we can see in Table 4.2-3 that member 8 is subjected to over twice as much combined stress as 
member 65. This high utilization is therefore explained by the high axial compression stress and the 
much higher buckling length factor (3.40 vs. 0.68), again showing the importance and effect of this 
parameter. 
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Stresses are presented for the members with the highest stresses found from Figure 4.2-6. Commented 
values are marked yellow: 
Table 4.2-3 Highest stresses, brace case 
Unit: kN/m
2
                 
Member  Load End Axial Type Bend-Y Bend-Z Combined Shear-Y Shear-Z 
4 115 0 43.1 T 2960.5 72756.5 72859.9 7752.2 157.7 
    1 43.1 T 3947.3 123331.3 123437.6 8414.1 157.7 
5 115 0 4885.5 C 3947.3 123331.3 128280 10334.3 12789.7 
    1 4885.5 C 76076 60741.7 102236 9672.4 12789.7 
7 115 0 1457.8 C 121263.9 12453.7 123359.4 11860 12789.7 
    1 1709 C 217234.7 74227.8 231275.2 11243.4 12789.7 
8 115 0 889.4 T 217234.7 74227.8 230455.7 835.2 4771.1 
    1 638.2 T 181433.5 78181.1 198199.3 218.5 4771.1 
26 115 0 795.2 C 18126.3 79767.8 82596.5 924.6 773.5 
    1 795.2 C 13232.2 83500.2 85337.3 255.2 773.5 
27 115 0 795.2 C 13232.2 83500.2 85337.3 255.2 773.5 
    1 795.2 C 8338 82997.5 84210.5 414.1 773.5 
34 115 0 1446 C 20524.5 6102.9 22858.6 17468.3 277.6 
    1 1446 C 22461.3 130552.6 133916.6 18206.4 277.6 
35 115 0 1300.5 C 22461.3 130552.6 133771.2 5791.3 114.4 
    1 1300.5 C 23185.5 96026.5 100086.5 5121.9 114.4 
49 115 0 1300.5 C 32599.5 32587.9 47395 3579.5 114.4 
    1 1300.5 C 33323.6 57354.2 67632.8 4248.8 114.4 
50 115 0 1814.6 T 33323.6 57354.2 68146.9 6141.8 43.8 
    1 1814.6 T 33600.6 20610.2 41232.7 5472.4 43.8 
62 115 0 394.8 T 186390.1 61238.1 196586.9 1915.6 3609.9 
    1 503 T 203775 50900.9 210539 2377.3 3609.9 
63 115 0 2511 C 203767.5 50903.5 212540.5 11833.6 13036.3 
    1 2402.8 C 140993.9 7190.2 143579.9 12295.2 13036.3 
65 115 0 5039.1 C 81082.6 61024.9 106520.3 9247.6 13036.9 
    1 5055.9 C 2481.1 118700.1 123781.9 9884.5 13036.9 
66 115 0 206.1 T 2481.7 118700.1 118932.1 8383.6 102.9 
    1 189.3 T 1861.4 70073.5 70287.5 7746.7 102.9 
200 115 0 10701.3 C 0 0 10701.3 5955.1 0 
    1 10941.2 C 0 0 10941.2 5955.1 0 
201 115 0 10145.9 C 0 0 10145.9 6672.3 0 
    1 10042.6 C 0 0 10042.6 6672.3 0 
 
Peak values for stress in spool: 
Axial:             5 056 kN/m2 
Combined:        231 275  kN/m2 
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The governing load case is 115. The forces and moments acting on a selection of members are listed for 
this load case. Forces and moments due to other load cases can be found in appendix 9.7. Values 
commented are marked with yellow. 
Table 4.2-4 Forces and moments, load case 115, brace case 
Units: kN, m 
Member Joint Axial Shear-Y Shear-Z Torsion Mom-Y Mom-Z 
200.00 14.00 312.35 87.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
  38.00 -319.36 87.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
201.00 38.00 296.15 97.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
  65.00 -293.13 97.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.00 13.00 149.69 123.93 196.93 0.00 180.35 144.00 
  5.00 -149.69 -113.74 -196.93 0.00 -370.06 -29.52 
7.00 5.00 44.66 182.62 196.93 -233.03 287.48 29.52 
  14.00 -52.36 -173.12 -196.93 233.03 -514.99 175.97 
8.00 14.00 -27.25 12.86 -73.46 -233.03 514.99 -175.97 
  6.00 19.55 -3.36 73.46 233.03 -430.12 185.34 
22.00 26.00 24.36 55.46 11.91 64.35 -89.38 -53.31 
  27.00 -24.36 -45.15 -11.91 -64.35 77.78 102.32 
23.00 27.00 24.36 45.15 11.91 64.35 -77.78 -102.32 
  28.00 -24.36 -34.85 -11.91 -64.35 66.18 141.29 
33.00 37.00 24.36 -57.91 11.91 64.35 38.25 -40.20 
  38.00 -24.36 67.16 -11.91 -64.35 -48.66 -14.47 
34.00 38.00 44.30 -268.97 4.27 64.35 48.66 14.47 
  39.00 -44.30 280.33 -4.27 -64.35 -53.25 -309.50 
35.00 39.00 39.85 89.17 1.76 64.35 53.25 309.50 
  40.00 -39.85 -78.86 -1.76 -64.35 -54.97 -227.65 
46.00 50.00 39.85 -24.20 1.76 64.35 72.13 -38.64 
  51.00 -39.85 34.50 -1.76 -64.35 -73.85 10.05 
47.00 51.00 39.85 -34.50 1.76 64.35 73.85 -10.05 
  52.00 -39.85 44.81 -1.76 -64.35 -75.57 -28.58 
63.00 65.00 76.94 -182.21 200.73 -177.75 -483.07 -120.68 
  8.00 -73.62 189.32 -200.73 177.75 334.25 -17.05 
64.00 8.00 153.86 -132.58 200.75 0.00 -378.58 17.04 
  66.00 -154.37 142.39 -200.75 0.00 192.22 -144.67 
65.00 66.00 154.39 -142.39 200.74 0.02 -192.22 144.67 
  67.00 -154.91 152.20 -200.74 -0.02 5.88 -281.40 
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4.3 Staad.Pro results, spreader case 
 
4.3.1 Figures 
An overview of the spool with spreader beam subjected to load is shown in Figure 4.3-1. The bending 
moments occurring abut local Z- and Y-axis are displayed. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3-1 ISO view of bending moments, spreader 
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Figure 4.3-2 Bending moments viewed from above, spreader 
 
As opposed to the brace case, we can see from Figure 4.3-1 and Figure 4.3-2 that virtually no horizontal 
bending moment is exerted on the spool if a spreader beam is used.  
This is because the connection points on the ends of the spreader beam are placed directly above the 
connection points on the spool. We then end up with wires running vertically between the spool and the 
spreader.  
The peak value is found in members 17 and 18, with a bending moment of 62 kNm. 
Special consideration: 
If the spreader beam is set into motion (by for instance vessel movement), and moves out of frequency 
with the spool, horizontal forces will be applied to the spool. These forces will most likely be larger than 
that which the DAF covers in the spreader case analysis performed for this thesis. Horizontal forces 
should therefore be considered added in an extended analysis.  
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Figure 4.3-3 XY-plane view of bending moments, spreader 
 
Figure 4.3-4 ZY-plane view of bending moments, spreader 
Bending moment curves in the vertical direction are quite similar in the spreader and brace cases seen 
perpendicular to the ZY-plane (Figure 4.2-4 and Figure 4.3-4). This is because the weights of the spool 
and termination heads are unchanged, and the connection points between the wires and the spool are 
the same. Peak value is 203 kNm, in member 65. 
The largest difference is found in the long section in the XY-plane view, where the brace bar solution has 
three connection points on the spool, while the spreader bar has two (see Figure 4.2-3 and Figure 4.3-3). 
This leads to a different shape in the bending moment curve, and a bit lower values. The peak value is 
276 kNm, and occurs in members 46 and 47. 
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Figure 4.3-5 Graphical display of axial forces, spreader. Blue=Tension, Brown=Compression 
 
Table 4.3-1 Axial forces in wires and spreader 
Member Force [kN] 
200 -201 
201 -199 
300 297 
301 176 
302 146 
303 184 
304 277 
34 -76 
 
In the spreader case, the only part of the spool experiencing significant compression loads are the 
members between the two slings connected directly to the spool (members 23 through 46). 
Compared to the figure showing axial forces in the brace case (Figure 4.2-5), we here see that the 
compression force in the spool for members between wires 301 and 303 is increased from 45kN to 
76kN. This is because the horizontal bending moment we find in the brace case counteracts the 
compression force caused by wires 301 and 303.  
Since this bending moment is not present in the spreader case, the horizontal force from the wires 
(roughly the same in both cases) is taken up by the spool, and causes this slightly higher compression 
force. 
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Figure 4.3-6 Beam stress, spreader 
 
 
 
The areas and members with the highest beam stresses are located through Figure 4.3-6. The members 
with the highest stresses in the brace case are members 4, 5, 22, 23, 34, 35, 46, 47, 65, 66, 200 and 201. 
The values for the beam stresses are presented in Table 4.3-3. 
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4.3.2 Numerical results 
 
The 20 members with highest utilization are presented in Table 4.3-2 
Table 4.3-2 Results from structural analysis of spreader case 
Member Utilization Type of load Failure mode Due to load case 
200 75 % Compression Stability 116 
201 75 % Compression Stability 116 
34 46 % Compression Stability 115 
46 43 % Compression Stability 115 
35 42 % Compression Stability 115 
36 41 % Compression Stability 115 
23 40 % Compression Stability 115 
32 40 % Compression Stability 115 
37 39 % Compression Stability 115 
31 38 % Compression Stability 115 
33 38 % Compression Stability 115 
38 37 % Compression Stability 115 
30 34 % Compression Stability 115 
39 33 % Compression Stability 115 
45 32 % Compression Stability 115 
47 31 % Tension Von Mises 115 
29 30 % Compression Stability 115 
22 29 % Compression Von Mises 115 
24 29 % Compression Stability 115 
40 28 % Compression Stability 115 
 
Compared to Table 4.2-2, showing utilizations for the brace case, we see that the utilization for lifting 
support (brace/spreader) has increased from 57% and 66% to 75% even though the compression force is 
decreased significantly. This is due to the difference in the applied buckling length, and the bending 
moment. 
The highest utilization in the spool is found in the members located towards the middle of the long 
section (members 34, 35, 36) and at the connection point of the wire (member 46). 
The peak utilization for the spreader case is 46%. 
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Stresses are presented for the members with the highest stresses found from Figure 4.3-6. Values that 
are commented are marked with yellow: 
Table 4.3-3 Highest stresses, spreader 
Unit: kN/m2                 
Member  Load End Axial Type Bend-Y Bend-Z Combined Shear-Y Shear-Z 
4 115 0 8.5 C 3128.5 52492.1 52593.8 5593 166.7 
  1 8.5 C 4171.4 88980.6 89086.9 6070.6 166.7 
5 115 0 7.8 C 4171.4 88980.6 89086.1 5200.6 277.2 
  1 7.8 C 5905.8 57934.8 58242.8 4723.1 277.2 
22 115 0 139.3 C 25650.5 78709.8 82923.3 4179.2 15.4 
  
 
1 139.3 C 25552.9 106681.3 109838.2 4662.1 15.4 
23 115 0 2512 C 25552.9 106681.3 112210.9 5731.1 29.3 
  1 2512 C 25367.4 71945.4 78798.6 5248.2 29.3 
34 115 0 2512 C 23531.4 107066.3 112133.7 468.7 29.3 
  1 2512 C 23326.9 108478.9 113470.6 63.8 29.3 
35 115 0 2512 C 23326.9 108478.9 113470.6 63.8 29.3 
  
 
1 2512 C 23141.4 106547.6 111543.7 546.7 29.3 
46 115 0 2512 C 21286.4 80824.5 86092.5 5375.8 29.3 
  1 2512 C 21100.9 116367.1 120776.7 5858.7 29.3 
47 115 0 87.4 T 21100.9 116367.1 118352.2 4895.6 43.5 
  1 87.4 T 20825.6 86918.3 89465.8 4412.7 43.5 
65 115 0 121.9 C 6013.9 62202.8 62614.7 3663.9 172.1 
  
 
1 134 C 4976.1 85678.2 85956.6 4123.4 172.1 
66 115 0 133.2 T 4975.7 85678.3 85955.8 6050.2 206.3 
  1 121.1 T 3731.7 50585.6 50844.2 5590.7 206.3 
200 116 0 5828.3 C 119.9 492.1 6334.8 3887.4 109 
  1 5828.3 C 9676.8 127202.1 133397.9 6800.1 109 
201 116 0 5711.4 C 9671.6 127202.2 133280.7 6796.7 109 
    1 5711.4 C 117.6 191.4 5936 3890.8 109 
 
 
Peak values for stress in spool: 
Axial:              2 512 kN/m2 
Combined:        120 777  kN/m2 
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The forces and moments occurring in selected members are shown in the following table. Values that 
are commented are marked with yellow. 
Table 4.3-4 Forces and moments, load case 115, spreader case 
Units: kN, m 
Member Joint Axial Shear-Y Shear-Z Torsion Mom-Y Mom-Z 
200.00 200.00 201.44 39.39 -1.16 1.90 -0.79 -3.43 
  201.00 -201.44 73.00 1.16 -1.90 24.73 -343.54 
201.00 201.00 198.92 72.90 1.16 1.90 -24.70 343.54 
  202.00 -198.92 39.48 -1.16 -1.90 0.77 1.46 
6.00 13.00 0.24 54.69 4.27 0.00 14.00 137.34 
  5.00 -0.24 -47.33 -4.27 0.00 -18.11 -88.21 
7.00 5.00 -29.62 36.92 4.27 -11.41 14.07 88.21 
  14.00 24.07 -30.07 -4.27 11.41 -19.00 -49.51 
8.00 14.00 -24.07 30.07 4.27 -11.41 19.00 49.51 
  6.00 18.52 -23.22 -4.27 11.41 -23.93 -18.73 
22.00 26.00 4.27 -64.35 -0.24 39.41 60.81 186.60 
  27.00 -4.27 71.78 0.24 -39.41 -60.58 -252.91 
23.00 27.00 76.97 88.25 -0.45 39.41 60.58 252.91 
  28.00 -76.97 -80.81 0.45 -39.41 -60.14 -170.56 
33.00 37.00 76.97 13.89 -0.45 39.41 56.18 -244.59 
  38.00 -76.97 -7.22 0.45 -39.41 -55.79 253.82 
34.00 38.00 76.97 7.22 -0.45 39.41 55.79 -253.82 
  39.00 -76.97 0.98 0.45 -39.41 -55.30 257.17 
35.00 39.00 76.97 -0.98 -0.45 39.41 55.30 -257.17 
  40.00 -76.97 8.42 0.45 -39.41 -54.86 252.59 
46.00 50.00 76.97 -82.77 -0.45 39.41 50.46 191.61 
  51.00 -76.97 90.21 0.45 -39.41 -50.02 -275.87 
47.00 51.00 -2.68 75.38 -0.67 39.41 50.02 275.87 
  52.00 2.68 -67.94 0.67 -39.41 -49.37 -206.06 
63.00 65.00 -17.81 -40.01 -2.65 7.86 16.72 66.81 
  8.00 20.20 45.14 2.65 -7.86 -14.75 -98.38 
64.00 8.00 3.36 -49.34 -2.65 0.00 16.72 98.38 
  66.00 -3.73 56.41 2.65 0.00 -14.26 -147.46 
65.00 66.00 3.73 -56.41 -2.65 0.01 14.26 147.46 
  67.00 -4.10 63.49 2.65 -0.01 -11.80 -203.12 
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4.4 Summary, Staad.Pro results 
 
The main results from the structural analysis are presented in Table 4.4-1. 
Table 4.4-1 Summary of results 
    Brace  Spreader     
Bending moments BY 515 62   kNm 
  BZ 310 276   kNm 
  BZ 281 203   kNm 
Axial force Peak 150 76   kN 
  Between wires 45 76   kN 
Stress Axial 5 056 2 512   kN/m2 
  Combined 231 275 120 777   kN/m2 
Utilization Peak 96 46   % 
 
The difference between the two solutions is biggest at the bending moments in the local about-Y axis, 
where the spreader bar virtually eliminates the bending moment. There is also a reduction in the local 
about-Z axis for the spreader case, but not that significant. 
For the axial force in the spool, the spreader again has the lowest peak value, but between the wires 
(301 and 303), the case is the opposite. 
The brace case shows higher stresses both axially and combined, as well as a much higher peak value for 
the spool pipe utilization. 
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4.5 Buckling analysis results 
 
4.5.1 Results from Straight pipe test 1 
The tables presented in the following chapter show the utilization ratios for each of 
the ten members of the straight pipe. The relative differences between the values 
are also presented. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5-1 10 meter pipe used in the test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The results are commented at the end of the chapter section.  
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4.5.1.1 Outer diameter 0.25m 
OD 0.25 GY =   -18kN OD 0.25 GY =   -9kN 
ID 0.20   ID 0.23   
  BY,BZ=1 BY,BZ=10   BY,BZ=1 BY,BZ=10 
Memb* Utilization Utilization Difference 
 
Memb* Utilization Utilization  Difference 
5 82 96 17 % 5 86 100 16 % 
6 82 96 17 % 6 86 100 16 % 
4 79 92 16 % 4 83 96 16 % 
7 79 92 16 % 7 83 96 16 % 
3 69 80 16 % 
 
3 73 84 15 % 
8 69 80 16 % 
 
8 73 84 15 % 
2 53 61 15 % 2 56 64 14 % 
9 53 61 15 % 9 56 64 14 % 
1 31 35 13 % 1 33 37 12 % 
10 31 35 13 % 10 33 37 12 % 
    Avg. 15 % 
 
    Avg. 15 % 
 
OD 0.25 GY =  -4.5kN 
ID 0.24   
  BY,BZ=1 BY,BZ=10 
 Memb* Utilization Utilization  Difference 
5 81 94 16 % 
6 81 94 16 % 
4 78 90 15 % 
7 78 90 15 % 
3 68 78 15 % 
8 68 78 15 % 
2 53 60 13 % 
9 53 60 13 % 
1 31 34 10 % 
10 31 34 10 % 
    Avg. 14 % 
 
*Refer to Figure 3.5-2  
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4.5.1.2 Outer diameter 0.35m 
OD 0.35 GY =   -40kN OD 0.35 GY =  -19kN  
ID 0.30   ID 0.33   
  BY, BZ = 1 BY, BZ = 10   BY, BZ = 1 BY, BZ = 10 
Memb* Utilization Utilization  Difference Memb* Utilization Utilization  Difference 
5 87 95 9 % 
 
5 90 99 10 % 
6 87 95 9 % 6 90 99 10 % 
4 83 91 10 % 4 87 95 9 % 
7 83 91 10 % 7 87 95 9 % 
3 73 79 8 % 3 76 83 9 % 
8 73 79 8 % 
 
8 76 83 9 % 
2 56 61 9 % 
 
2 59 64 8 % 
9 56 61 9 % 9 59 64 8 % 
1 33 35 6 % 1 35 37 6 % 
10 33 35 6 % 10 35 37 6 % 
    Avg. 8 % 
 
    Avg. 9 % 
 
OD 0.35 GY =   -10kN 
ID 0.34   
  BY, BZ = 1 BY, BZ = 10 
 Memb* Utilization Utilization Difference 
5 91 100 10 % 
6 91 100 10 % 
4 88 96 9 % 
7 88 96 9 % 
3 77 84 9 % 
8 77 84 9 % 
2 60 64 7 % 
9 60 64 7 % 
1 36 37 3 % 
10 36 37 3 % 
    Avg. 8 % 
 
*Refer to Figure 3.5-2 
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4.5.1.3 Outer diameter 0.50m 
OD 0.50 GY =   -90kN OD 0.50 GY =  -57kN  
ID 0.45   ID 0.47   
  BY, BZ = 1 BY, BZ = 10   BY, BZ = 1 BY, BZ = 10 
Memb* Utilization Utilization Difference Memb* Utilization Utilization Difference 
5 91 96 5 % 
 
5 90 96 7 % 
6 91 96 5 % 6 90 96 7 % 
4 87 92 6 % 4 87 92 6 % 
7 87 92 6 % 7 87 92 6 % 
3 77 81 5 % 3 76 81 7 % 
8 77 81 5 % 
 
8 76 81 7 % 
2 60 62 3 % 
 
2 60 62 3 % 
9 60 62 3 % 9 60 62 3 % 
1 37 37 0 % 1 37 37 0 % 
10 37 37 0 % 10 37 37 0 % 
    Avg. 4 % 
 
    Avg. 4 % 
 
OD 0.50 GY =  -20kN  
ID 0.49   
  BY, BZ = 1 BY, BZ = 10 
 Memb* Utilization Utilization Difference 
5 90 95 6 % 
6 90 95 6 % 
4 86 91 6 % 
7 86 91 6 % 
3 76 80 5 % 
8 76 80 5 % 
2 59 62 5 % 
9 59 62 5 % 
1 37 37 0 % 
10 37 37 0 % 
    Avg. 4 % 
*Refer to Figure 3.5-2 
Maximum differences between the cases with buckling lengths of 10 meters versus buckling lengths of 1 
meter are summed up in Table 4.5-1: 
Table 4.5-1 Maximum error due to difference in buckling length 
Outer diameter Maximum difference 
0.25 17 % 
0.35 10 % 
0.50 7 % 
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4.5.1.4 Diagrams 
 
 
Figure 4.5-2 Plotted values for OD=0.25, ID=0.24 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5-3 Plotted values for OD=0.35, ID=0.34 
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Figure 4.5-4 Plotted values for OD=0.50, ID=0.49 
 
 
4.5.1.5 Discussion 
From the tables we see that the difference in utilization ratios is kept close to constant for 
different cross sections as long as the outer diameter is the same. For the case with 
OD=0.25, the maximum difference is steady at around 16% for all three cross sections. For 
OD=0.35 and OD=0.50, the maximum difference is steady at around 10% and 6 % 
respectively. 
Table 4.5-1 along with the figures clearly show a larger spread in the utilization ratios for 
slender columns. 
This indicates that wrong estimations of buckling length affect slender members in a higher 
degree than thicker members. 
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4.5.2 Results from Straight pipe test 2 
 
In this test, the maximum utilization ratio is found for each buckling length and 
presented in tables along with the member numbers. The utilization ratios are plotted 
in diagrams to highlight a special behavior that is observed in the Staad.Pro results. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5-5 The 50m pipe used in the test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The results are commented at the end of the chapter section. 
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4.5.2.1 Load -1.50 kN/m 
Table 4.5-2 Utilization of members, load 1.50kN/m 
GY =  -1.50 kN/m 
Buckling length [m] Max utilization [%] Members* 
5 36 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
10 37 24, 25, 26, 27 
15 37 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
20 38 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
25 39 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
30 41 24, 25, 26, 27 
35 43 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
40 46 25, 26 
45 49 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
50 53 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
55 58 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
60 62 25, 26 
65 63 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
70 64 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
75 66 24, 25, 26, 27 
80 67 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
85 69 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
90 71 24, 25, 26, 27 
95 73 24, 25, 26, 27 
100 75 24, 25, 26, 27 
105 77 24, 25, 26, 27 
110 79 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
115 81 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
120 84 24, 25, 26, 27 
125 86 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
130 89 24, 25, 26, 27 
   *Ref. Figure 3.5-5 
 
Figure 4.5-6 Max utilization, load 1.50kN/m 
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4.5.2.2 Load -2.00 kN/m 
Table 4.5-3 Utilization of members, load 2.00kN/m 
GY =  -2.00 kN/m 
Buckling length [m] Max utilization [%] Members* 
5 49 25, 26 
10 49 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
15 49 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
20 51 24, 25, 26, 27 
25 53 24, 25, 26, 27 
30 55 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
35 59 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
40 63 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
45 69 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
50 76 24, 25, 26, 27 
55 81 25, 26 
60 82 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
65 84 24, 25, 26, 27 
70 86 24, 25, 26, 27 
75 88 24, 25, 26, 27 
80 90 24, 25, 26, 27 
85 92 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
90 94 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
95 97 24, 25, 26, 27 
100 100 25, 26 
105 102 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
110 105 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
115 108 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
120 112 25, 26 
125 115 24, 25, 26, 27 
130 118 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
   *Ref. Figure 3.5-5 
 
Figure 4.5-7 Max utilization, load 2.00kN/m 
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4.5.2.3 Load -2.45 kN/m 
Table 4.5-4 Utilization of members, load 2.45kN/m 
GY =  -2.45 kN/m 
Buckling length [m] Max utilization [%] Members* 
5 60 25, 26 
10 60 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
15 61 24, 25, 26, 27 
20 63 25, 26 
25 65 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
30 69 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
35 74 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
40 81 24, 25, 26, 27 
45 89 24, 25, 26, 27 
50 97 24, 25, 26, 27 
55 99 25, 26 
60 101 25, 26 
65 103 24, 25, 26, 27 
70 105 24, 25, 26, 27 
75 107 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
80 110 24, 25, 26, 27 
85 113 24, 25, 26, 27 
90 116 24, 25, 26, 27 
95 119 24, 25, 26, 27 
100 122 24, 25, 26, 27 
105 125 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
110 129 24, 25, 26, 27 
115 133 24, 25, 26, 27 
120 137 24, 25, 26, 27 
125 141 24, 25, 26, 27 
130 145 24, 25, 26, 27 
   *Ref. Figure 3.5-5 
 
Figure 4.5-8 Max utilization, load 2.45kN/m 
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4.5.2.4 Load -3.00 kN/m 
Table 4.5-5 Utilization of members, load 3.00kN/m 
GY =  -3.00 kN/m 
Buckling length [m] Max utilization [%] Members* 
5 73 24, 25, 26, 27 
10 73 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
15 75 24, 25, 26, 27 
20 77 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
25 81 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
30 87 25, 26 
35 94 24, 25, 26, 27 
40 103 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
45 115 24, 25, 26, 27 
50 119 25, 26 
55 121 24, 25, 26, 27 
60 123 24, 25, 26, 27 
65 126 24, 25, 26, 27 
70 128 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
75 131 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
80 135 25, 26 
85 138 24, 25, 26, 27 
90 142 25, 26 
95 145 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
100 149 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
105 154 25, 26 
110 158 24, 25, 26, 27 
115 163 25, 26 
120 167 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
125 172 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
130 178 25, 26 
   *Ref. Figure 3.5-5 
 
Figure 4.5-9 Max utilization, load 3.00kN/m 
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4.5.2.5 Load -4.00 kN/m 
Table 4.5-6 Utilization of members, load 4.00kN/m 
GY =  -4.00 kN/m 
Buckling length [m] Max utilization [%] Members* 
5 97 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
10 98 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
15 100 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
20 104 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
25 111 24, 25, 26, 27 
30 120 24, 25, 26, 27 
35 133 25, 26 
40 149 25, 26 
45 155 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
50 158 24, 25, 26, 27 
55 161 24, 25, 26, 27 
60 164 24, 25, 26, 27 
65 168 25, 26 
70 171 24, 25, 26, 27 
75 175 24, 25, 26, 27 
80 180 25, 26 
85 184 24, 25, 26, 27 
90 189 24, 25, 26, 27 
95 194 24, 25, 26, 27 
100 199 24, 25, 26, 27 
105 205 24, 25, 26, 27 
110 211 25, 26 
115 217 24, 25, 26, 27 
120 223 24, 25, 26, 27 
125 230 24, 25, 26, 27 
130 237 24, 25, 26, 27 
   *Ref. Figure 3.5-5 
 
Figure 4.5-10 Max utilization, load 4.00kN/m 
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4.5.2.6 All loads 
 
Table 4.5-7 Max utilization for all loads 
  Max utilization [%] 
Buckling factor GY= -4.00 kN/m GY= -3.00 kN/m GY= -2.45 kN/m GY= -2.00 kN/m GY= -1.50 kN/m 
0.1 97 73 59 49 36 
0.2 98 73 60 49 37 
0.3 100 75 61 49 37 
0.4 104 77 63 51 38 
0.5 111 81 65 53 39 
0.6 120 87 69 55 41 
0.7 133 94 74 59 43 
0.8 149 103 80 63 46 
0.9 155 115 89 69 49 
1.0 158 119 97 76 53 
1.1 161 121 99 81 58 
1.2 164 123 100 82 62 
1.3 168 126 103 84 63 
1.4 171 128 104 86 64 
1.5 175 131 107 88 66 
1.6 180 135 110 90 67 
1.7 184 138 113 92 69 
1.8 189 142 115 94 71 
1.9 194 145 119 97 73 
2.0 199 149 122 100 75 
2.1 205 154 125 102 77 
2.2 211 158 129 105 79 
2.3 217 163 133 108 81 
2.4 223 167 137 112 84 
2.5 230 172 141 115 86 
2.6 237 178 145 118 89 
 
 
The values in Table 4.5-7 are plotted, and can be viewed in Figure 4.5-11. 
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Figure 4.5-11 Max utilization, all loads 
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4.5.2.7 Discussion 
The utilization ratio, UR, is given by the general equation Ê  ) a[a 	aa	. 
In this test (“Straight pipe test 2”), the applied load is kept constant, and the buckling length is varied. 
This means that the UR should, according to Euler’s theory (chapter 2.2), follow the equation: 
Ê  ËËÌÍ Ìrcrc ÎcËcÎÏ  rdcZ
 
As the cross section and elastic modulus also is constant, the UR should be proportional to the squared 
value of the buckling length: 
Ê  rdcZ
 rdcrdcZ
  + Z 
As we see from the graphs in this chapter, this is not the case. The UR curves start off by showing a 
parabolic tendency, then reach a peak and change direction. 
If we take a look at the case with the load of GY=-2.00 kN/m, and extend the parabolic part of the graph, 
this curve crosses the 100% mark at a significantly lower buckling length than the curve from the 
Staad.Pro test. See Figure 4.5-12 for explanation. 
 
Figure 4.5-12 Graph extension 
 
If then for example the buckling length for the member is calculated to be 70, the member would pass 
the Staad.Pro check, but should according to Euler theory fail. This indicates that Staad.Pro 
overestimates the capacity of the pipe members, compared to Euler theory. If this truly is the case, one 
might accept analyses that should have been discarded.  
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4.5.3 Results, buckling calculations for Z-spool 
4.5.3.1 Numerical results 
The buckling length factors found in the buckling analysis are summarized in Table 4.5-8. 
Table 4.5-8 Buckling factors for brace and spreader case 
Buckling factors   Buckling factors 
  BY BZ   BY BZ 
Member Brace Spreader Brace Spreader Member Brace Spreader Brace Spreader 
1 - - - - 36 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
2 - - - - 37 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
3 - - - - 38 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
4 - - - - 39 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
5 3.40 3.60 3.75 3.75 40 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
6 3.40 3.60 3.75 3.75 41 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
7 3.40 3.60 3.75 3.75 42 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
8 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 43 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
9 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 44 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
10 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 45 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
11 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 46 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
12 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 47 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
13 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 48 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
14 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 49 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 
15 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 50 0.68 1.00 2.70 1.00 
16 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 51 0.68 1.00 2.70 1.00 
17 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 52 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
18 0.68 1.00 2.70 1.00 53 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
19 0.68 1.00 2.70 1.00 54 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
20 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 55 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
21 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 56 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
22 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 57 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
23 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 58 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
24 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 59 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
25 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 60 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
26 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 61 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
27 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 62 0.68 3.60 3.75 3.75 
28 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 63 3.40 3.60 3.75 3.75 
29 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 64 3.40 3.60 3.75 3.75 
30 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 65 3.40 3.60 3.75 3.75 
31 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 66 - - - - 
32 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 67 - - - - 
33 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 68 - - - - 
34 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00 69 - - - - 
35 0.70 1.00 2.70 1.00           
 
Since the connection points on the spool are different for each case, the section lengths exposed to 
buckling issues are not the same. This means that it would not be very meaningful to look only at the 
buckling length factors, but also the buckling lengths that are found and applied to the Staad.Pro models 
(see Table 4.5-9). 
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Table 4.5-9 Buckling lengths for brace and spreader case 
 
Buckling length [m] 
 
Buckling length [m] 
  BY BZ   BY BZ 
Member Brace Spreader Brace Spreader Member Brace Spreader Brace Spreader 
1 - - - - 36 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
2 - - - - 37 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
3 - - - - 38 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
4 - - - - 39 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
5 10.20 50.40 48.75 52.50 40 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
6 10.20 50.40 48.75 52.50 41 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
7 10.20 50.40 48.75 52.50 42 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
8 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 43 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
9 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 44 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
10 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 45 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
11 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 46 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
12 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 47 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
13 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 48 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
14 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 49 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 
15 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 50 7.48 24.00 45.90 24.00 
16 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 51 7.48 24.00 45.90 24.00 
17 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 52 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
18 7.48 24.00 45.90 24.00 53 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
19 7.48 24.00 45.90 24.00 54 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
20 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 55 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
21 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 56 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
22 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 57 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
23 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 58 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
24 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 59 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
25 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 60 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
26 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 61 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
27 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 62 7.48 50.40 48.75 52.50 
28 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 63 10.20 50.40 48.75 52.50 
29 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 64 10.20 50.40 48.75 52.50 
30 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 65 10.20 50.40 48.75 52.50 
31 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 66 - - - - 
32 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 67 - - - - 
33 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 68 - - - - 
34 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00 69 - - - - 
35 11.90 24.00 45.90 24.00           
 
 
In order to get a better overview of the differences in buckling factors and buckling lengths, the values 
are also presented in diagrams. 
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4.5.3.2 Diagrams 
 
Graphic display of the buckling length factors 
 
Figure 4.5-13 Buckling length factors, about local Y-axis 
 
 
Figure 4.5-14 Buckling length factors, about local Z-axis 
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Graphic display of the buckling lengths 
 
Figure 4.5-15 Buckling lengths, about local Y-axis 
 
 
Figure 4.5-16 Buckling lengths, about local Z-axis 
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4.5.3.3 Discussion 
 
If we look at the buckling length factors, the values for the members toward the end of the 
spool stand out as high compared to the rest of the members in the spool. This is the case for 
both the spreader and the brace solution (well illustrated in the diagrams in chapter 4.5.3.2). 
About local Y-axis, the largest differences in buckling factors are found for members 8 to 17 
and 52 to 65, where the brace case has 0.68 and the spreader case has 3.60. About local Z-axis, 
the largest differences appear in members 18 to 51. The brace case has for these members 
buckling factors of 2.70, while the spreader case has 1.00. 
When looking at the buckling lengths we find a somewhat different picture, where the brace 
case has small variations in buckling lengths for the members, while the spreader case show 
larger differences. About local Y-axis, the largest differences in buckling lengths between the 
two solutions are found for members 8 to 17 and 52 to 65, where the brace case has 7.48 
meters and the spreader case has 50.40 meters. About local Z-axis, the largest differences 
appear in members 18 to 51. The brace case has for these members buckling lengths of 45.90 
meters, while the spreader case has 24.00 meters. 
We see that the comparison of buckling issues between the two solutions quickly becomes 
complex and complicated.  
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4.6 Structural conclusion 
4.6.1 Staad.Pro analysis 
For the structural analysis of the impact on the spool, the clearest difference between 
the brace case and the spreader case is the reduced horizontal bending moment we get 
when using the spreader solution. 
On the other hand, the bending moments we see in the brace case could theoretically  
be reduced by moving the braces closer to the connection points of the wire slings (see 
an example in appendix 9.3 where this is done). The reason why the braces are not 
placed here in this analysis is that the clamps due to geometrical issues cannot be 
connected at that location, and would therefore not work in practice. 
The overall utilization of the spool pipe is higher for the brace solution compared with 
the spreader solution. For the spool in this analysis, the spreader beam is therefore said 
to be preferred if we look at it from a purely structural point of view.  
4.6.2 Buckling 
The results from “Straight pipe test 1” clearly indicate that it is increasingly important to 
find the correct/accurate buckling lengths for slender pipe sections. As the members get 
more slender the attention towards buckling issues should be intensified. The test also 
tells us that even though a pipe has relatively thick walls, and one might instinctively 
think that it is very resilient to erroneous buckling length factors, the important 
parameter is the slenderness ratio. This must on the other hand not be confused with 
the pipe member’s resilience to the buckling itself, which obviously increases with the 
cross sectional area of the pipe. 
The sensitivity analysis performed in “Straight pipe test 2” yields a very interesting 
result. This indicates that the utilization results we get from Staad.Pro do not follow the 
basic Euler theory for buckling. If this in fact is the case, the consequence might be that 
structures that fail according to Euler theory are approved and accepted after a 
Staad.Pro analysis. These indications are only observed and not investigated further in 
this thesis.  
Using a spreader beam instead of a brace bar, or vice versa, changes the connection 
points on the spool. This again changes the end conditions of the pipe members, and 
therefore also the buckling length factors. Since the connection points are not the same 
for the two solutions, the sections exposed to compression loads (and buckling issues) 
are not identical. This means that a high buckling factor in one of the solutions might not 
be critical, if the section it is applied to is very short.  
This can be illustrated when comparing member 7 and 8 in the brace case. Member 8 
has a buckling length factor of 0.68, and is part of a section with a buckling length of 
7.48 meters. Member 7 has a buckling length factor of 3.40 (400% higher than the one in 
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member 8), but is part of a section with a buckling length of 10.20 meters (just 36% 
higher than the one in member 8). In other words, the much higher factor in member 7 
does not affect the buckling length in the same proportion, since it is applied to a 
shorter pipe section. 
The highest value for buckling length factors from the Euler theory is X  2.00. The 
results from the buckling calculations based on the method with elastic restraints 
suggest factors of up to as high as X  3.75. This indicates that the Euler theory 
provides buckling length factors that are too low, giving too high capacities for members 
in the structural analysis. 
The buckling length factor of 3.75, derived from the buckling analysis seems however 
very high, when considering the highest value in the Euler theory is 2.00. This leads to 
the question of whether the results can be trusted or not, and should therefore be 
investigated further before deciding whether or not to use the method of elastic 
restraints in buckling analyses. 
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5 Operational 
5.1 General 
This chapter is mainly based on a discussion with Joel Ireland (senior installation engineer at S7). 
From an operational point of view there are several differences between the brace and the spreader 
solution. The operational issues mentioned here play a big part in the decision process when choosing 
which solution to go for. 
 
5.2 Sea state limitations 
During offshore operations, the wave conditions have a big effect on when it is possible to install a 
spool. From a structural point, the installation procedure is often given a maximum value for the 
allowed wave height and wave period. 
Brace bar solutions in general have better (higher) sea state limitations than spreader beam solutions. 
This has much to do with the fact that the spool with the brace bar acts as one dynamic system instead 
of two, which is the case for the spreader solution. Because of this, slack wire lines are more easily 
avoided, and a higher sea state can be accepted. A higher sea state limit means that the risk for having 
to wait for the right weather is lower. 
An important rule for all offshore work is that the crew members feel safe in what they do. Therefore, in 
many cases, the crew’s sea state limit for operations on deck might be the limiting factor even if the 
spool can handle bigger waves. 
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5.3 Structural flexibility 
Before installation or even the design of the spools can start, the seabed must be mapped and surveyed. 
The relative distance between the spools intended connection points are here measured. This can be 
done in a variety of ways, but two common methods are “Photogrammetry” and “LBL acoustic 
metrology”. Without going further into the details of these methods, the accuracy is +/- 3mm for the 
photogrammetry, and +/- 350 mm for the LBL acoustic metrology. 
If LBL acoustic metrology is used, and the connection points are rigid, the uncertainties in the 
measurements demand that the spool has some flexibility during installation. This flexibility is most 
easily achieved with a spreader solution, since it does not restrict the spools deflections in the horizontal 
plane. A brace solution might prove too rigid in some cases. 
 
5.4 Maneuvering on deck 
The deck areas of installation vessels are usually fully utilized, and 
are therefore relatively crowded with a tight space between 
objects. To prevent spools from damaging other equipment on 
deck as they are lifted off during offshore installation, “bumper 
bars” are often welded to the deck. The bumper bars are 
temporary and custom made horizontal supports made of 
construction steel (see Figure 5.4-1). The bars are fitted with 
wooden beams where they come into contact with the spool. The 
bumper bars make up a vertical slot where the spool is lifted out 
from.  
 
Figure 5.4-1 Bumper bar 
Spools with spreader beams are more complicated to maneuver and lift off the deck than spools with 
braces. The spreader beam first has to be lifted out from its supports, and then moved over to the 
combined CoG of the spreader and the spool. If there is some movement in the vessel, snap loads might 
occur in the wires running from the relatively heavy spreader beam to the spool. This is highly 
unwanted. 
When using a brace, the crane hook is centered over the CoG, and the spool is lifted straight off the 
deck. This is a much simpler operation for the crane operator and the deck crew. 
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5.5 Wet-storing of spools 
In cases where the spool has to be abandoned during installation (for example if the installation vessel 
encounter sudden bad weather, or if there are damage to connection points on subsea equipment), the 
common routine is simply to set the spool piece down on the sea bed and come back later to finish the 
installation. 
In these situations, brace solutions have a definite advantage versus the spreader. Since the braces are 
fixed to the spool, the spool can simply be landed on the sea floor. The crane hook is disconnected by a 
ROV, and the wire slings are laid down beside the spool. 
If spreader beams are used, these have to be taken especially into consideration when the spool is 
meant to be wet-stored, because the spreader cannot be laid on top of the spool. This problem occurs 
mostly for Z-shaped spool, where the spreader is situated close to the “center” of the structure, and the 
slings are not long enough to reach out beside the spool (Figure 5.5-1). In these cases, the spreader 
beam slings have to be disconnected (Figure 5.5-2). This means at least two extra ROV-operations 
compared to the brace solution (one for disconnection, and one for reconnection). 
 
Figure 5.5-1 Spreader colliding with spool 
 
 
Figure 5.5-2 Spreader slings disconnected 
It is also worth noticing that normal wire shackles are 
difficult for an ROV to reconnect, so in order to be able to 
reconnect the spreader within a reasonable time, the 
spreader rigging is often fitted with an extra set of ROV 
hooks (Figure 5.5-3). These hooks are not optimal for these 
kinds of lifting operations, since they don’t have a 
completely closed loop (like a shackle does). The spring 
loaded lock may fail and open, leaving the wire free to fall 
out if we encounter slack slings. The extra hooks also mean 
additional engineering check work. 
 
Figure 5.5-3 ROV hook 
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5.6 Recovery 
The recovery of braces and spreaders is an operation that needs to be performed after every installation 
of a spool.  
The brace clamps have to be removed from the spool after it is 
installed. This involves cutting off the Kevlar strops with a ROV-tool, 
and then retrieving the brace bars themselves. The brace bars are 
usually attached to the wire slings with a (slack) Y-link during the 
spool installation. As the brace clamps are cut, the slings connected 
to the spool pipe are disconnected. The brace bar is then recovered 
as it hangs off the Y-link (see Figure 5.6-1). For spool pipes with 
small dimensions, issues with enough room for the ROV cutting tool 
have been encountered. As the outer diameter of the pipe 
decreases, so does the gap between the pipe and the clamp. This is 
a factor that may delay the recovery process.  
Spreader beams do not need any such specialized tool operations 
before they can be retrieved. The wires and fiber slings are 
disconnected from the spool by unscrewing the shackles. This is a 
procedure performed by the ROV with its standard, onboard tools. 
 
Figure 5.6-1 Y-link for brace 
recovery
 
5.7 Size/weight 
Spreader beams are usually much longer and heavier than brace bars. The sheer size and weight of them 
often makes them more difficult to retrieve onto deck than braces.  
Since the spreader beams are longer than the brace bars, they are 
also designed with a larger outer diameter and thicker walls, to 
avoid buckling issues. This increases the weight of the spreader, 
which affects the combined center of gravity for the spool and the 
spreader a great deal. In the case of an L-shaped spool with heavy 
termination heads, the CoG is pushed far out to one side (Figure 
5.7-1). This leads to poor sea state characteristics for the spool, 
because the corner furthest away from the CoG (marked red in the 
figure) is very light compared to the rest of the spool. When the 
spool then is lowered through the splash zone, there is a higher 
probability of getting slack wires and subsequent snap loads. 
 
Figure 5.7-1 Center of gravity 
pushed to the side
One way to work around this problem is to attach steel weights to the spool, and move the CoG closer 
to the physical center of the structure. The weights are then removed after the spool is installed. 
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5.8 Mobilization 
Lifting of heavy equipment (including spools) onto the deck is part of the mobilization of an offshore 
vessel. Mobilization with spools using brace solutions demand fewer operations than a spool with 
spreader, since a spreader solution is more likely to need bumper bars on deck, and also demands a 
support stand. For a brace solution, blocks of Styrofoam are used to support the brace and spool. These 
supports are so light that they can be moved by hand, and are therefore not dependent on an available 
crane. 
This also comes into play when the spool is test lifted on land. A spool with braces is much easier to 
handle. 
Spools are often fabricated in sections inside production halls. The sections are moved out to the quay 
side and assembled and stored before mobilization. If braces are used, it is easier to stack the spools 
upon each other, thus not taking up so much room at the quay. 
When the spreader beam rests on support stands, it is located several meters above deck level. This 
makes it harder for the deck crew to make last-minute changes and adjustments to the rigging of the 
spool, for example if a shackle needs to be either changed or added. 
 
5.9 Re-use 
A single spreader beam can potentially be used for installing more than one spool on the same offshore 
trip, while brace bar solutions demand a unique set of braces for each spool. This may free up deck area 
on the vessel, but involves re-rigging the spreader beam to fit the other spools. 
Braces still have the possibility to be used again if they are modified. The modifications that most likely 
have to be done are to replace the Kevlar strops, and also replace the brace clamp if the dimensions of 
the new spool are different from the previous. 
 
5.10 Summary 
Discussions with senior in-house personnel conclude that braces are the preferred method for support 
during spool lift operations.  
This does however not mean that braces always are the best solution to go for. Each spool installation 
project has to be evaluated by itself, and the decision for whether to go for a brace solution or a 
spreader solution must be made on the basis of a total evaluation of all (or at least most of) the criteria 
mentioned above. 
One solution might have some advantages that lead to other disadvantages and vice versa. This is why 
operational and structural engineers have to work together closely to find the optimum solution for a 
given installation. 
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6 Economical 
 
The economical side of spool lifting can roughly be divided into three parts: 
 Preproduction phase 
 Fabrication 
 Operation 
6.1 Preproduction 
The costs related to the preproduction phase involve time spent on engineering work for: 
 Designing the lifting arrangements 
 Checking the structural integrity of the equipment 
 Planning the lift operation.  
The preproduction phase is a relatively small contributor to the overall cost, and there are no significant 
differences between brace solutions and spreader solutions when it comes to the time spent on this 
phase. 
6.2 Fabrication 
The costs for fabrication of the lifting equipment involve: 
 Cost of materials 
This includes materials directly to the fabrication of the spreader/brace, but also materials for deck 
accessories required by the lifting equipment. This involves accessories like bumper bars and 
support stands. 
 Cost of welding/assembly 
The cost of the work needed to assemble the equipment. 
 Testing of equipment and verification from third party surveyor 
All lifting equipment has to go through third party testing and verification which among other 
criteria set demands on material quality. A spreader beam is classified as lifting equipment, while a 
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brace bar is seen as an integrated part of the lifted structure. This means that a spreader beam has 
higher demands for testing and verification than a brace bar. The costs for testing and verification 
are therefore also higher for a spreader beam. 
Production cost examples from two in-house projects are presented: Due to confidentiality, the projects 
are called Project 1 and Project 2, where one is a spreader beam, and the other a brace bar with clamps. 
Table 6.2-1 Production cost examples from projects 
Desciption Cost 
Project 1, spreader beam, 50 meters long 1 300 000 NOK 
Project 2, brace bar and clamps 930 000 NOK 
 
In this example the spreader beam is more costly to produce. This is however dependent on the type of 
spool that is lifted. If the spool for example requires two brace bars, the production cost might favor the 
spreader beam. 
An additional factor is the number of spools that are meant to be installed on a trip. If for example 3 Z-
spools shall be installed, a single spreader beam can be chosen to lift all of the spools, or a solution with 
braces can be used. The brace solution would then most likely include a total of 6 brace bars (2 on each 
spool). In this case the cost of production would be considerably lower for the spreader solution. 
 
6.3 Operation 
Costs for execution and operation are closely related to the previous chapter on operational issues. The 
expenses are driven by the time spent on: 
 Rigging the spool and preparing it for lift (onshore) 
Rigging of the spool onshore is a fairly small cost factor, and the differences between the solutions 
are not that big. A small favor might be given to the spreader, since this only involves rigging of light 
wires, while the brace bars have to be moved over to the spool and connected to it mechanically. 
 Mobilization 
This includes preparation of the deck and lifting the spools from the quay side onto the vessel. 
Preparation of the deck involves making and welding sea fastening brackets, and welding and 
securing other equipment like bumper bars and support stands. 
 Deployment/installation 
The time spent on installing the spools with the different solutions might vary quite a bit. As 
mentioned in the operational chapter, a spreader solution normally has a lower sea state 
acceptance level than a brace solution. This leads to a higher risk for having to wait on acceptable 
weather conditions to perform the installation, and can drive up the costs of hiring the vessel. The 
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time spent on the actual lifting operation from the deck of the vessel and into the sea depends on 
how long it takes to remove sea fastening on deck, disconnecting the spool once it is on the sea 
floor, and potential re-rigging of the lifting gear (spreader). 
 Recovery 
Recovery of spreaders generally takes longer time than braces. This may also include waiting on 
weather with the spreader still submerged to retrieve the spreader onto the deck in a safe manner. 
The cost of hiring the offshore vessel is one of the biggest cost-drivers for a spool installation. Prices per 
day may lie in the range of $ 200 000 to $ 300 000.  The operational part is therefore where the biggest 
differences in cost between brace and spreader solutions can be seen.  
An example where the different parameters are estimated is presented in Table 6.3-1. The fabrication 
costs from Table 6.2-1 are used, and the calculation example includes two brace bars. 
Table 6.3-1 Cost estimation example 
Description     pr hr   
Vessel cost 75000 NOK 
Engineer 875 NOK 
Rigging personnel     625 NOK 
 Activity Hrs Spreader Brace   
Fabrication   1 300 000 1 860 000 NOK 
      
Rigging of spool onshore, 3 rigging personnel 3 5 625 NOK 
Rigging of spool onshore, 3 rigging personnel 5 9 375 NOK 
Recovery and re-rigging of spreader offshore 4 300 000 NOK 
      
Engineering for spreader bar test lift 15 13 125 NOK 
Engineering for structural verification 20 17 500 NOK 
Engineering for structural verification 15 13 125 NOK 
Engineering for certification documentation 30 26 250 NOK 
      
Cost for spreader beam test lift and certification   30 000 NOK 
      
Extra risk for waiting on weather (spreader) 5 375 000 NOK 
      
SUM   2 063 125 1 886 875 NOK 
Difference   176 250 NOK 
 
The example shows a difference of 176 250 NOK in favor of the brace solution. This is much due to the 
costs of re-rigging and the estimated extra cost of having to wait on weather. This shows that so-called 
“Critical time” (i.e. the time spent on offshore operations) on the vessel is very important. 
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Other factors that affect the cost level is: 
 Re-use of the equipment on other projects 
If the lifting equipment is re-used for several projects, the fabrication costs can basically be ruled 
out, although there is usually a small cost for hiring the equipment. The spreader beam has in these 
cases an advantage over the brace bar solution. The spreader is easier to re-use because the length 
of the spreader can be adjusted to fit spools of different sizes. It is also not dependent on the 
diameter of the spool, like the clamps in the brace case are. 
 Payment models 
The payment models for installation of spools can be different from project to project. One option is 
that the whole procedure has a fixed price, where the contractor takes most of the economical risk 
of delays like having to wait on weather, installation problems etc. For these kinds of payment 
models the spreader beam has a disadvantage, but usually the additional risk that the contractor 
takes is rewarded with a higher price. 
Another model is where the payment is done according to the time spent. Here, the commissioner 
takes the risk, and the payment is usually lower. 
Discussion 
When it comes to the economical differences between braces and spreader solutions, there are many 
factors playing a part in the overall cost. One factor however, stands out as the most important. The 
effective time spent on the vessel is the main contributor to the cost in a project. Therefore, solutions 
with a low “Critical time” are preferred from an economical point of view. 
In general the cost picture for a spool installation can 
be sketched as shown in Figure 6.3-1. The first part in 
the figure (1) is the cost for preproduction phase, with 
engineering work. Part (2) is the fabrication cost, and 
part (3) is the operational time on the offshore vessel.  
We might say that if an engineer spends ~50 hours on a 
solution that reduces the operational time of the vessel 
with ~2 hours, it may be well worth it. 
 
Figure 6.3-1 Cost development
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7 Final conclusion 
 
Using a spreader beam instead of a brace bar on this spool has a large reduction effect on 
the horizontal bending moment, and the maximum utilization of the spool pipe is reduced 
by over 50 percent. So, from a structural point of view, the spreader beam is the most 
favorable for this spool. 
The parameter study of the buckling factor in Staad.Pro revealed a strange behavior for the 
utilization ratio that the program returns. The test indicates that the results do not follow a 
parabolic curve, as should be expected according to Euler theory. 
The calculation of buckling length factors with the method of elastic restraints show that 
this method gives significantly higher buckling factors than Euler theory. A possible source 
of error in this case is however that the buckling factors for values below a certain limit are 
estimated. These estimations may be inaccurate. 
From an operational point of view, braced solutions are normally preferred, mainly because 
they are easier to handle and have better sea state limits than spreader solutions. If a 
special requirement like flexibility comes up, this can be a determining factor in the choice 
of solution. 
The cost of a spool installation is mainly driven by the fabrication cost of the lifting 
equipment and the effective time spent on the vessel.  
 
The decision of going for either a spreader beam or a brace bar as support during a spool 
lift is not a straight forward procedure, but is dependent on a total evaluation of the 
structural part, the operational part and the estimated cost of the lift. 
 
Suggestions for further work is to: 
 Investigate or verify the reliability of the results from the buckling analysis 
 Investigate the behavior of the result diagrams from the parameter study  
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9.1 Spool drawings 
 
Figure 9.1-1 Overview drawing of Z-spool, 12" 
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Figure 9.1-2 Plan view of Z-spool 
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Figure 9.1-3 Detail view A-A and B-B 
 
Figure 9.1-4 Detail section view 
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9.2 Weight calculation 
 
Table 9.2-1 Weight calculation, spool 
 12" spool ID Thickness OD  
Netto 
area 
In air 
Density Weight 
 
In 
water 
Density Weight   
  (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm2) (kg/m3) (kg/m) (kg/m3) (kg/m)   
                    
Pipe 304.8 29.2 363.2 30639.3 7850 240.52 6825 209.11   
            
Coating 363.2 68.4 500 92744.3 900 83.47 -125 -11.59   
            
SUM       323.99   197.52   
        3.18 kN/m 1.94 kN/m 
            
Trapped water     72965.9 1025 74.79     
            0.73 kN/m     
                    
Length of spool 66.59 m       
Weight in air      21574.40 kg   
Trapped water     4980.27 kg   
Weight of spool in water     13152.88 kg   
Weight of spool included trapped water     18133.15 kg     
 
 
Table 9.2-2 Weight calculation, spreader beam and brace bar 
        
Spreader 
beam and 
Brace bar ID Thickness OD  Netto area 
In air 
Density Weight 
In 
water 
Density Weight   
  (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm2) (kg/m3) (kg/m) (kg/m3) (kg/m)   
            
Spreader/ 
Brace 470 19 508 29188.5 7850 229.13 6825 199.21   
            2.25 kN/m 1.95 kN/m 
                    
Weight of spreader/brace in water, air 
filled 21.38     
            0.21       
          
Trapped water 50% 173494.5 1025 88.92     
            0.87 kN/m     
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9.3 Reduced bending moments by moving braces 
 
Figure 9.3-1 Bending moments from above, braces moved 
 
 
Figure 9.3-2 ISO view of case with moved braces 
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9.4 Buckling factor estimation 
 
Values extracted from the graph for system 1 and 3 in (Larsen, 2010): 
Table 9.4-1 Values from graph 
γ kx = 0 kx = 1 kx = 2 
0.00 - - 2.22 
0.50 - 2.62 2.02 
2.00 2.90 2.16 1.79 
5.00 2.40 1.93 1.67 
10.00 2.20 1.83 1.62 
∞ 2.00 1.74 1.56 
 
This gives the following graph: 
 
Figure 9.4-1 Graph for buckling factors, system 1 and 3 
The numerical difference between values for b equal to 2, 5 and 10 are found, as well as the relative 
difference in percent: 
Table 9.4-2 Numerical change, and change in percent 
a b 
γ kx0 - kx1 kx1 - kx2 a / b 
10.00 0.37 0.21 176 % 
5.00 0.47 0.26 181 % 
2.00 0.74 0.37 200 % 
 
From here, the change in percent is again found, and plotted in a graph along with a linear extrapolation 
to find the next point: 
Ð  3%, nn  11% 
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Figure 9.4-2 Linear extrapolation estimate 
From the graph we find the next estimate for the change to be 19%. In other words, the difference in 
values for ^  0.5 is 200 % + 1,19  238 % 
Table 9.4-3 Estimate for γ=0.5 
 
a b 
 γ kx0 - kx1 kx1 - kx2 a / b 
10.00 0.37 0.21 176 % 
5.00 0.47 0.26 181 % 
2.00 0.74 0.37 200 % 
0.50 X 0.60 238 % 
 
From this we find the numerical difference X: 
Ò  0.60 + 238%  1.43 
We can then fill in the value for KL  b  I. v , K\  I in the table: 
2.62 " 1.43  ~. Iv 
Table 9.4-4 Estimated value for γ=0.5 , kx=0 
γ kx = 0 kx = 1 kx = 2 
0.00 - - 2.22 
0.50 4.05 2.62 2.02 
2.00 2.90 2.16 1.79 
5.00 2.40 1.93 1.67 
10.00 2.20 1.83 1.62 
∞ 2.00 1.74 1.56 
 
The value for KL  b  I , K\  w is not represented in the graph from (Larsen, 2010), but can be 
estimated fairly well, since the value is right outside the graph area. The value is estimated to _  u. `I: 
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Table 9.4-5 Estimated value for γ=0.00 , kx=1 
γ kx = 0 kx = 1 kx = 2 
0.00 - 3.20 2.22 
0.50 4.05 2.62 2.02 
2.00 2.90 2.16 1.79 
5.00 2.40 1.93 1.67 
10.00 2.20 1.83 1.62 
∞ 2.00 1.74 1.56 
 
The last value in the table (KL  b  I , K\  I) is in reality infinite, since this means that the beam is 
completely instable. In order to get a smooth graph, this value is set to _  wv. II: 
Table 9.4-6 Estimated value for γ=0.00 , kx=0 
γ kx = 0 kx = 1 kx = 2 
0.00 15.00 3.20 2.22 
0.50 4.05 2.62 2.02 
2.00 2.90 2.16 1.79 
5.00 2.40 1.93 1.67 
10.00 2.20 1.83 1.62 
∞ 2.00 1.74 1.56 
 
This table is plotted, and we get the following graph: 
 
Figure 9.4-3 Complete buckling factor estimation for system 1 and 3, with kx=0 kx=1 kx=2 
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A close-up view of the graph for kx=0 in the range ^ Ó p0,10q: 
 
Figure 9.4-4 Estimated buckling factors for system 1 and 3, with kx=0 
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9.5 Staad.Pro input file, brace case 
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9.6 Staad.Pro input file, spreader case 
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9.7 Staad.Pro outprint, brace case 
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9.8 Staad.Pro outprint, spreader case 
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“All’s well that ends well” 
W. Shakespeare 
